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' f^rwicirDuring its 125th anniversary celebrations, the

Naturalists' Society announced its intention to document the wildlife of

Norfolk for the start of the new millennium in a project called Wildlife 2000.

In practical terms the project was launched in May 1995 when

representatives of the Society, English Nature, Norfolk Wildlife Trust and the

Castle Museum met and agreed to share this common vision.

Sir TTiomas Browne has given us a fascinating glimpse of seventeenth

century wildlife in the County of Norfolk. He writes of bustards, storks,

ravens and kites; salmon and otters; and the mole cricket which he describes

as common in "fenny places.... and dunghills and churchyards in this citty."

Nineteenth century records of the mole cricket from Castle Acre and Stoke

Holy Cross suggest a lingering presence for this species in river flood plains

across the county, but we are left tantalisingly ignorant of its historic

distribution. How widespread was it, how abundant where it did exist, and

until how recentlv did it survive?
* I

Wildlife 2000 is a project designed to ensure that twenty first century

naturalists will have the answers to the equivalent questions they might ask

about our flora and fauna, as they approach the end of their own centurv^

Wildlife 2000 seeks to create a "time capsule" which will preserve our

knowledge of the countryside, and what could be found in it at the start of the

third millenium. The project is not just concerned with nature reserves and

rare species, but seeks to give an accurate account of the wider country side

. and the commoner species which abound within it.

. Just as the mole' cricket was common in Thomas Browne's day but is now

I lost, so any other creature or plant which we take for granted could become

I rare or extinct over the next century . By documenting the wildlife heritage

1which we pass into the care of the twenty first century , those wfro come after

us may be in a better position to preserve and protect that legacy.

iTrans.Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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In this issue of the Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists'

Society Paul Banham describes the distribution of seaweeds at Wells

-next-the Sea on the north Norfolk coast. Ken Durrant provides a

comprehensive survey of the sawflies and homtails found in Norfolk and

relates many of the larvae to their feeding plants. Roy Baker and Derek

Howlett review the known fresh and brackish water snails of Norfolk in the

20‘^C and describe some of the effects of the changes in the aquatic

environment of the county. The Society is proud to report the publication of

Rex Haney’s Study of the Plant Galls of Norfolk as an occasional

publication.

WILDLIFE 2000
Publications
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ANNUAL WEEDS

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS DELIVERED TO THE SOCIETY IN

NOVEMBER 1999.

Gillian Beckett

Bramley Cottage, Stanhoc, King’s Lviin, PE3 1 8QF

Following the fifteen years of gathering records of all sorts of plants for our

A Flora of Norfolk 1999, I have spent much of the summer of this year

recording just the field weeds of a large estate in West Norfolk, and have

become increasingly interested in them, their groupings and particularly their

origins.

The present day fashion in plants is classify ing them into ecological groups,

putting together plants which associate together in particular habitats.

Following the rules of the National Vegetation Classification (N.V.C.) has

been the recent occupation of many, particularly young, botanists. As with all

such schemes it has its value, but must not be allowed to become an end in

itself and typically, doesn’t always work so well in Norfolk. Even the plants

‘du different’. This is, however, by the way as Volume 5 which covers

non-natural communities has not yet appeared (Editor’s note; now published

February 2000), so for arable weeds there is as yet no official line to follow.

What follows arc some of the thoughts I have had on the subject.

The majority of weeds have, like most plants, already been on the earth for

many millions of years yet a quick look at most modem Floras will see their

habitat given as “arable fields”. These arable fields, however, appeared no

more than ten thousand years ago, so even if the plants reached their present

form only three million years ago, that means that for two million, nine

hundred and ninety thousand years their habitat was anvthing but arable

fields, so where were they‘d Can anything be worked out from the behaviour

of weeds today? The first priority is to group them together, and for this 1

have tried five categories as follows:

Trans. Norfolk Norw ich Nat. Soc.
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1. Time of germination. Some weeds have seeds which will not germinate

until they have experienced winter cold and wet, hence they can be classed as

late spring (and summer) germinators, others grow as soon as they fall from

the plant and can conveniently be classed as autumn germinators. This is a

broad generahsation, but serves its purpose remarkably well.

2. Reaction to minerals in the soil. This will include fertilisers.

3. Weeds which grow in a wide range of waste places as opposed to those

more or less confined to arable ground.

4. The status of weeds in the archaeological record, from the immediate post-

glacial through the advance of farming, leading to 5.

5. Their present day status and frequency.

The division into late spring or autumn germinating species is the one which

was followed by the European phytosociologists culminating in the work of

Braun-Blanquet. The late spring germinating plants were typified by Fat Hen,

Chenopodium album, so were called the Chenopodieta and the autumn ones

were the Secalieta from Rye, Secale cereale. Rye has always been a much

commoner cereal in central Europe than it is in Britain. Typical of the

Chenopodieta are Redshank, Persicaria nodosum. Knotgrass, Polygonum

aviculare. Annual Nettle, Urtica urens and species of Orache, notable

A triplex patula. These are all common weeds of a wide variety of habitats as

well as fields and likely to be familiar to anyone interested in plants. Into the

same spring germinating category, however, fall Night-flowering Catchfly,

Silene noctiflora and the two Fluellens, Kickxia spp., these are a different

type of plant and certainly not familiar weeds. The second of

Braun-Blanquet’s groupings, the Secalieta or primarily autumn-germinating

species, contains mostly species which are much more closely confined to

arable or dry ground and includes most notably the Poppies, Papaver spp.,

the Comsalads, Valerianella spp., Venus’ Looking-glass, Legousia hybrida

and Field Cromwell, Lithospermum arvense.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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If we look at these groups of species with the second category in mind,

reaction to mineral-rich soil, a pattern begins to emerge. Imagine (not too

vividly) the remnants of last year’s manure heap, or even the dampish, rather

brown patch in the field where it stood and the first group of plants

mentioned will probably all be found there and they will be notably large,

lush and perhaps fleshy. The odd men out again are the catchfly and the

fluellens, so these must be thought of as the inevitable exceptions which

prove the rule and fit most closely with the second group which will also be

missing from this sort of habitat. The Chenopodieta, apart from the few

exceptions, belong to a grouping of plants usually known as ruderals, those

ubiquitous plants which will turn up wherever man leaves room for them. It

might be thought that these would be incomers following man, but in fact

they are almost all abundant in the earliest post-glacial record while archaeo-

logically they are interesting too as, after a gap when they are found less

frequently, once man started farming they again become common, both

around habitations, for example in the debris filling old wells, but also

amongst com.

One of the problems facing man from the Neolithic period onwards, was that

grain (and I include wheats, barley, oats and rye under the umbrella term)

frequently failed to ripen to a state where it could be safely stored for the

winter. Modem grain crops have been bred to produce their ears earlier in the

season, but even fifty years ago harvest was rarely begun until August, hence

the school holidays (harvest holidays) and the Harvest Moon towards the end

of the month and it was not unusual for the last fields to be gathered well into

October. To dry the precious grain, the only source of heat was fire, so from

prehistoric times onwards, occasional accidents must have been considered

an acceptable price to pay. Anything was better than risking damp grain

contaminating a winter store. Hence, charred grains turn up in the

archaeological record and together v\ith them are the weed seeds that were

harvested with them. The mderal weeds occur amongst these assemblages

from late Neolithic times onwards.

So where had these mderals been at home? From the abundance of their

Trans.Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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pollen in the immediately post-glacial deposits, it is obvious that conditions

then were much to their liking. At that time there was little true soil, but the

ground was covered with morainic debris, made up largely of ground up

rocks and gravel, and rich in minerals. As these minerals were leached

downwards and much of the ground became covered with shrubs and trees,

the frequence of the ruderals decreased, but they continued to occur in coastal

and estuarine areas and no doubt also on land frequented by herds of animals.

As man cleared land and areas of settlement increased, so did the ruderals

until today they are probably as common as they ever have been as we spray

ever more fertiliser on our fields and the land in general with pollution from

the air.

The autumn germinating weeds make up the second grouping and can in fact

be thought of as all those weeds not included as ruderals. Most of these

germinate as soon as they fall onto a suitable seed bed, though most also have

a long term dormancy which ensures that some seed will be there for the next

and subsequent years, this may well indicate their origins and preferences for

dry soils as it is a typical safety mechanism for plants growing where drought

is common. This group includes many of our rarer arable plants, most of

which, with exception of the common poppies, are seldom seen today. None

of these species responds in any obvious way to extra minerals so are soon

crowded out should they grow in a field along with the ruderal species

already mentioned. Few are found in early post-glacial pollen assemblages

and in the archaeological record their first appearances as grain impurities

are often not until the late Bronze or Iron Ages. This raises the question as to

whether these species are in fact natives at all. In Europe they are found in

dry areas equally on chalky and acid soils whereas in Britain most are plants

of chalky soils. This limitation is, however, not uncommon for species

reaching the limit of their climatic range and is seen in other species from

other biota, for example the swallowtail butterfly which is much more

exacting in its demands in Britain than it is in mainland Europe. Chalk soils

warm up quickly in spring too and it is notable that many of these species

grow on south-facing headlands and in open sites. On balance it seems that

most are in fact native in south-east England including Norfolk and their lack

of early records is probably partly because they have always been

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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uncommon, but most importantly because they grew on terrain which lacked

any peat deposits where their pollen could have survived. The small number

of arable weeds which have never occurred outside fields are considered

separately.

It is probable that these thin, generally unrewarding soils were not brought

into cultivation until population pressure demanded, they were always good

grazing, so these species were able to continue in their native habitat of dry

.

well-drained ground until it was ploughed. With farming in a veiy primitive

state, even then they were able to survive growing amongst the crops, so

getting gathered with the grain, and doubtless flourishing during periods of

fallow. They remained frequent in suitable areas until the application of

herbicides and fertilisers in the last fifty years, since when they have become

increasingly scaree. It is interesting to see the opinions of nineteenth centuiy

botanists on the habitats of these plants and to see that many of them also

grew away from arable fields. A selection of these species is listed below

which shows how well they have coped with changing conditions. We are

fortunate that so manv are still doing well on land in fields in West Norfolk

which are being farmed svinpathetically.

Abbreviations: (For details see Bibliography).

JG; James Grieg WAN: W.A. Nicholson 1914

KT; K.Trimmer 1866 BB&S: Beckett. Bull & Stevenson 1999

Weeds formerly found in both natural habitats and fields, now mostly in

the former

Anthemis arvensis Com Chamomile

Roman times onwards. Found with com. JG.

1866. Not common, cornfields and roadsides. KT.

1914. Rather rare, cornfields and roadsides. WAN.

Present Status: in some arable fields on lighter soils, but also frequent in open

sites in Breckland.

1985-1999. Over 100 tetrads (BB&S). Considered very rare elsewhere in

southern England.

Trons. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Chaenorhinum minus Small Toadflax

1866. Frequent in eultiyated fields on sandy soils in NW Norfolk. KT.

1914. Rather rare weed of waste, sandy ground. WAN.
Present Status; on well drained railway tracks and in Breckland in sandy

rides. Only occasionally in fields.

1985-1999. In 96 tetrads BB&S.

Myosurus minimus Mousetail

1866. Rare, cornfields, dry and wet pastures. KT.

1914. Rare, cornfields . WAN

.

KT was the better observer! It is possible that mousetail came into cornfields

in the first place on the feet of the plough horses. Its fruit rarely break up

unless they are trampled or abraded.

Present Status; rare, found only in damp bare places in pastures.

1985-1999. In 12 tetrads BB&S.

Papaver argemone Prickly Poppy

Bronze Age onwards. A weed of cornfields. JG.

1866. Not frequent. Cornfields and hedgebanks on lighter soils. KT.

1914. Rather rare, cornfields etc . WAN

.

Present Status; scattered throughout the county, but usually on walls and on

sandy tracks, very rarely in arable.

1985-1999. 88 tetrads, BB&S

Petroselinum segetum Com Parsley

No early historic records, but the name com parsley must be relevant.

1 866 Seen once only by KT.

1914. Rare, damp, chalky soil. WAN.
Present Status; rarely found in cornfields but can still be found on bare

ground in damp pastures. A nationally scarce species.

1985-1999. Recorded from 23 tetrads. BB&S.

Silene gallica Small-flowered Catchfly

1866 Cornfields and waste places, not frequent. KT.

1914. Rather rare, cornfields etc on sandy soil. WAN.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Present Status: very rare, now only seen in a few gravel pits and artificial

habitats. A nationally scarce species.

1985-1999. Recorded from 12 tetrads. BB&S.

Scleranthus anmius Annual Knawel

Iron Age. In cornfields on sandy, acid soils. JG.

1866 Not unffequent in sandy cornfields, on banks and gravelly places. KT.

1914 Locally common. Sandy fields. WAN.
Present Status: most frequent in Breckland, but scattered through the count\

I on sandy soils, but only rarely in arable fields,

1985-1999. Recorded from 88 tetrads. BB&S.

Weeds formerly found in both natural habitats and fields, now mostly

confined to fields.

.Fumaha parviflora Fine-leaved Fumitory

1866. Field and roadsides, common. KT.

1914. Fields, rare. WAN.
Present Status: known only from field margins in two areas of chalk\- soil in

'West Norfolk.

1985-1999. Recorded from 22 tetrads. BB&S.

iLithospermwn arveme Field Gromwell

1 First noted as a weed of fields after the Roman period. JG.

1866. Not common, cornfields. KT.

1914. Weed of cultivation. Rather rare. Cornfields etc. WAN.
I Present Status: a rare arable weed. A nationally scarce species.

1985-1999. Recorded from 12 tetrads. BB&S.

iPapaver hybridum Rough Poppy

1866. Rather rare, chiefly in fields in the light soils ofNW Norfolk. KT.

(Trimmer puts NE Norfolk, but all his examples are from the NW
and this must be a printer’s error).

1914 Rare, fields. WAN.
1 Present Status: an occasional com field weed, still chiefly in NW Norfolk.

1985-1999. Recorded from 34 tetrads. BB&S.

Trans. Norfolk Nom'ich Nat. Soc.
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Valerianella dentata Narrow-fhiited Comsalad

1866 Not frequent, cornfields and hedgebanks. KT.

1914. Rather rare, cornfields and banks. WAN.
Present Status: rare, found in a few chalky field margins in NW Norfolk and

similar soils in Breckland.

1985-1999. Recorded from 12 tetrads. BB&S.

Plants of uncertain status, now only in fields.

Silene noctiflora. Night-flowering Catchfly

Iron Age onwards as a field weed. JG.

1866. Not frequent, com fields. KT.

1914. Rather common. Cornfields on light, chalky soil. WAN.
Present Status: not infrequent in sugar beet and spring sown crops, though it

appears to have decreased in the last 10 years.

1985-1999. Recorded from over 100 tetrads. BB&S.

Chrysanthemum segetum Com Marigold, Golds

Iron Age. Found in arable land from this period onwards. JG.

Medieval Period. An ordinance against this weed was issued in the time of

Henry II.

1818. ‘An extremely troublesome weed in the Norfolk turnip fields in a sandy

soil’. Withering.

1866. Not unfrequent in fields on sandy soils. KT.

1914. Locally common, cornfields. WAN.
Present Status: a localised but not infrequent weed of sandy, acid soils,

usually in spring sown com or beet.

1985-1999. Recorded from more than 100 tetrads (BB&S).

Legousia hybrida Venus Looking-glass

1866. Not frequent, com fields, abundant in NW Norfolk. KT.

1914. Rather rare, cornfields and sandy places. WAN.
Present Status: still found in cornfields and perhaps increasing in recent

years, though never common.

1985-1999. Recorded from over 100 tetrads. BB&S.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Weeds which are now lost

Another division of this group are the weeds which have always been

virtually exclusive to arable fields, and of which many have now become

extinct. Most familiar, thanks to misplaced zeal in sowing so-called wild

flower seed, is com cockle, Agrostemma githago, a familiar weed to our

ancestors, especially of rye. It seems unlikely on the present evidence that any

of the plants of this group were true natives of Norfolk (or even of Britain),

but came fi’om south-west Asia or southern Europe as impurities of seed

com. Why did they survive so long then suddenly disappear? The fiction is

that they were wiped out by herbicides, but in fact most had already virtually

disappeared before the blanket use of herbicides and that simply wiped out

any surviving pockets. Many are in fact recorded as scarce in both the

earliest Norfolk Floras. Their survival almost certainly depended upon the

fact that for hundreds of years, farmers saved their own seed com, sowing it

each year along with its associated weeds. It has also been suggested that

seed com was sometimes imported from continental Europe, thus topping up

the seed bank of non-native species. At what period and for how long this

was a regular practice I have not so far been able to discover. It was

apparently not until the second half of the nineteenth century that seed

cleaning was done with any great care, then ever finer sieves were developed

and cleaning machines invented. The period of the loss of at least one of these

species could be tied down neatly by an old lady who solemnly told me that

cornflowers disappeared during the first world war because they were the

emblem of Germany and farmers pulled them all out! The wrong reason

certainly, but an interesting date as the demands for com during the war put

prices up and made the time and effort put into seed cleaning worth while. It

was the end for many of these formerly common weeds and the few survivors

may not be with us for much longer. The list below also tries to suggest

which plants I feel come mto this category

.

Weeds always recorded from arable fields but now probably extinct

Adonis annua Scarlet Pheasant’s-eye. Red Chamomile

1866. Rare in cornfields. KT. 1914. Rare in cornfields. WAN.

Present Status: last recorded in a com field in 1915.

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Agrostemma githago Com Cockle

Iron Age. First noted as a com field weed, more frequent from the Roman

period onwards. JG.

1866. Frequent in cornfields. KT.

1914. Rather common. Cornfields. WAN.

Present Status: most recent records have been from known sowings. Seeds

have a short viability (EJS) so repeated re-sowing would be necessary to

maintain a population.

Arnoseris minima Lamb’s Succory

1867. Rare in cornfields on sandy and gravelly soils. KT.

1868. Weed of cultivation. Rare. Gravelly and sandy fields. WAN.

Present Status; Last seen in a sandy rye field, 1953.

Centaurea cyanus Cornflower

Roman period. First recorded in cornfields at that time, much commoner after

1100. JG

1866. Not unffequent in cornfields. KT.

1914. Cornfield weed. ‘Considered as common by the earlier botanists, but

hardly so now’. WAN.
Present Status: another species sometimes occurring as a garden escape, but

possibly as a genuine field weed in setaside in West Norfolk in 1999.

Plant conservationists have recently drawn up a short list of species which

need help if they are not to become extinct. Some of these plants are arable

weeds. Presuming that our native plants and their habitats should take

priority, it then becomes necessary to decide which of these species are

natives which have lost their proper habitat and which are introductions. It is

decidedly a tricky problem, often because there is so little information

available about some of them. Just because a plant hasn’t made it into a pile

of charred grain doesn’t necessarily mean that it wasn’t growing happily on

bare ground nearby, so the more information which can be gathered the

better. Many other aspects of weeds have been widely studied, particularly

their effect on crops and the best ways to remove them, but these rarely

Trans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Unsprayed headland (not sown) (Gillian Beckett)

Chrysanthemum segetum Corn Marigold (Gillian Beckett)



Kickxia spuria Round-leaved Fluellen. Stanhoe in August (Gillian Beckett)

Legousia hybrida Venus’ Looking Glass (Gillian Beckett)



Agrostemma githago Corn Cockle (Gillian Beckett)



Papaver hybridium Rough Poppy

(Gillian Beckett)

Persicaria nodosum Redshank
(Gillian Beckett)



address the problem of their origins. In the preceding notes I have used only a

few reference books, but hopefully more light will be shed in time. This is

only a start. Perhaps Volume 5 of the NVC will give us the answers, but if it

does, will they all apply to Norfolk?
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AN EXERCISE IN CO-OPERATION

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS DELIVERED TO THE SOCIETY IN

NOVEMBER 1999

Alec Bull

Hill Crest, East Tuddenham, Dereham, NR20 3JJ

Two or three days ago, I was reading through the Transactions for this

Society for the year of my birth. The President for that year was E. Hanbury

Hankin M.A. Sc.D. and he had chosen as his subject ‘The Problem of Mars.’

It was interesting to be reminded of the fantasies that used to surround the red

planet, and to realise how much modem technology has changed our

perceptions pertaining to space travel and to the possibilty of life forms being

discovered on the nearer members of the solar system. At the same time, there

is still a great deal to be found out about our celestial neighbours.

Having read the paper, it occurred to me that there was a certain parallel, in

so far as knowledge and understanding goes, between the understanding of

Mars, and our study and understanding of the flora of Norfolk. Prior to our

1999 publication, the flora of the county had been the subject of previous

Floras by the Rev. Kirby Trimmer in 1866, by W.A.Nicholson in 1914 and

by Charles Petch and Eric Swann in 1968. It is to be noted that the gap

between the Petch and Swann Flora and our own was the shortest. All the

previous three Floras were the result of a collation of records by the authors

and their fnends and fellow botanists recording the plants found in their

favourite places, and leaving large areas of the county unaccounted for. So

unaccounted for as to be as remote to their readers as was Mars to a previous

generation of astronomers. As an example, I will suggest the clay lands of

south Norfolk from Diss to Beccles, the only documentation for which area

came from the publication in 1888 of the Flowering Plants ofHarleston and
its District by the Rev. W. Galpin. Galpin was rector of Harleston for only 5

years, but in that time he organised an intensive study of the area which

started by being a 4 mile radius of Harleston railway station, this being

pushed out in successive years to five, and then to six miles, the final year of
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the survey being used to seour the whole area for things missed. To help him,

he had fifteen regular recorders, with records coming from further afield from
fifteen or sixteen more. Almost as many as the total of regular recorders for

east Norfolk for our own recent study. Historically, the rest of south Norfolk

is almost blank, apart from a few honey pots like the Waveney valley fens

and the Bath Hills at Ditchingham.

His was the first exercise in botanical co-operation in Norfolk, and our Flora

was the second and, as with the study of Mars, we have greatly advanced our

knowledge, due in great measure to modem technology. Not only do we have

computers into which we can feed our records, and we are rewarded with

satisfying coloured maps with the various soils highlighted and the

distribution dots placed satisfyingly in the right places, we must not forget

that without the basic element of motorised transport, we could still not have

achieved our present standard of excellence. Even so, as with the study of

Mars, we still have a lot to learn, as I hope to be able to prove in a fairly

concise manner in this Address.

The title of this evening’s joint Presidential Address may be seen by some of

the older generation of Norfolk naturalists, to be a sideways swipe at the

tmism that ‘East is East and West is West, and never the twain shall meet’.

While we have happily left those dark days far behind us, we must never lose

sight of the fact that if we are to advance our knowledge of the natural world

around us, all our efforts must be put into co-operating with whoever and

whatever people or sources that present themselves to us in whatever our

particular field. Consider this Presidential Address. Had there not been

co-operation between us, we might have talked on exactly the same aspects

of our A Flora ofNorfolk, even though we might have used different words

to achieve that end.

So, to the level of co-operation that was necessaiy to achieve a Flora of the

whole county, which was done in two halves by two teams with, perhaps,

different priorities. Whatever the differences in the doing, the end result was

the same, equally good coverage in all the 1422 tetrads or part tetrads that we

set out to cover. This also required a great deal of co-operation between our

teams of recorders. Whilst w^e had a good basic core in East Norfolk who
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were working tetrads in their home areas right through the project, it was not

until 1994 that we managed to build up a team of people prepared to meet at

regular intervals, roughly between March and October, to record designated

under recorded tetrads. Over the three years 1996-98 inclusive, we actually

met on twenty or more occasions in each year.

Co-operation beyond this also came from the many landowners who

generously gave us permission to plant record on their farms and estates, with

only a handful of notable cases of non-co-operation whom I will not name

here. There were even a number of cases of fruitful co-operation where one

or more of us was apprehended whilst trespassing.

We had a tetrad north of Hickling with 200 yards of road at Waxham in the

north east comer and a quarter mile of footpath in the south west, and no

obvious farms or landowners holdings within the area. One summer’s day in

1998, 1 determined to see if I could remedy the low count by penetrating into

the interior of the tetrad along a private concrete road that led right through to

Brograve Level I had not gone 200 yards when I met a gentleman in a car

going in the opposite direction, who got out and presented me with the

inevitable question, “Can I help you?” I replied that he very probably could

and explained my dilemma, showing him the tetrad on the map.. His response

was to tell me not only to carry on along the track, but that all the land was

his until I came to a point where drainage works were being carried out, and

that I could go onto any of the marshes to look at the dyke flora etc., up to

that point.

In 1994, Richard McMullen of the Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group
FWAG, invited both Gillian and I to attend two estate walks each, in our

halves of the county, to spread the news of the doing of the Flora to a

farming audience. This gave us a number of new leads and, in my case,

brought me a new recorder in the shape of Bill Mitchell, and an introduction

to the Gillingham Hall Estate, just the Norfolk side of the River Waveney
from Beccles. From this meeting has arisen a long term study of all the

wildlife on the Estate, with new discoveries each year in various fields of

natural history. Mike Hall now has a regular moth trapping programme in

Gillingham Thicks, with a second site on the edge of the marshes. Derek
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Hewlett has looked at the dykes and found, amongst other things, the Red
Data Book pond snail Segmentina nitida in abundance in one or two of them.
Roy Baker and Keith Clarke have also dipped in the dykes.

Though not in time for the Flora, Common Cow-wheat was discovered in

1999 in Gillingham Thicks, only the sixth recent record for the whole county,
and, whilst doing a thorough botamcal survey in the Old Grove this year, on
a dull cool day in early June, I photographed two dragonflies hanging up and
waiting for the sun to shine. The first proved to be the Scarce Chaser,
Libellula fulva, and later in the day, when the sun did come out, this species

was flying abundantly in the nearby Thicks. The second was the Norfolk
Hawker, Aeshna isoceles. In 1998 in late May, 1 had seen what I took to be
isoceles flying in a clearing in Gawdy Hall Great Wood near Harleston.

When I reported this to the county Dragonfly recorder, I received a copy of
the Dragonfly newsletter which featured this species, and which stated that

isoceles does not occur at an altitude of more than 3-5 metres above sea

level, so, by inference, never away from Broads of the lower parts of river

systems. The Old Grove is 53 metres above sea level and a mile and a half

from the river. However, this is supposed to be a Botanical Presidential

Address, so I must not digress further.

With all this co-operation going on, we have sought answers mainly to the

problems of where plants are to be found. Many of the answers have

provided us with a further series of questions. Why are they found where they

are, and in a good number of cases, how did they get there?

I will give a fairly straightforward example first, though I hesitate to bore you

with the distributions of micro species of Rubus. In about 1970, I did a study

of the brambles to be found in Colney Hall Wood which immediately made it

a Mecca for visiting batologists, for here were to be found, five brambles

rarely found north of the Thames. These were Rubus surrejanus, Rubus

armipotens, Rubus moylei, Rubus cissbuhensis and Rubus marshallii. Over

the years, chance findings of some of these and one or two other species such

as Rubus leptothyrsos on the Sandringham Estate and Rubus septentrionalis

on the Forestry Commission’s Shouldham beat, these two both being Scottish

blackberries, added to our list of anomalies. The consensus was that these
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were all chance sowings by migrating thrushes, though the scale of the

‘chance sowing’ in Colney Hall Wood baffled me as it would have needed

two or three thousand fieldfares flying north east from Surrey to roost at

Colney after gorging themselves on the Surrey commons. Quite the wrong

direction for one thing, and for another, most blackberries have dropped or

gone mouldy by the time the fieldfares arrive.

For the Flora, I travelled all over the county during July and early August to

obtain as complete a cover as possible, and in early August 1996 I visited

Ken Hill Estate at Snettisham. I went round all the woods, most of which

contained a selection of the eight species common to that part of north west

Norfolk, but one pine plantation was packed out with Rubus surrejanus,

Rubus moylei, Rubus phaeocarpus and with a little Rubus adamsii. Four

southern brambles all in one wood, but none of the locals found in all the

other woods. Why?

I went back to John Austen, the Estate Manager, and asked him if he knew

the history of the wood. He searched through the Estate records and

discovered “Cherry Breck Plantation. Very low grade arable land. Planted

with conifers in the winter of 1945/46.” Birds again? Not possible if they

have not managed in 50 years to seed some of the local natives growing in the

next wood only 100 metres away. The permy dropped. I wrote to Eric

Rogers, one of Gillian’s recorders, and a retired forester, and asked if he

thought it possible for brambles to be translocated with nursery stock at

planting time. I will quote from his reply at the time.

“Plants in the nursery were undercut by spade or tractor and plough and

bundled up into hundreds by piecework. A seedling bramble would not have

been removed and would have arrived in the bundle at the planting site.

There, the bundle would have been heeled in to keep the roots moist, at a

number of points round the planting area. The bundles would have been cut

open by the planter at the heeling in site, and weeds of any description would
have been thrown to one side, and some would undoubtedly have taken root.

Any ungerminated seed that might have been in the soil with the young trees

would have been planted with them. After the war, and into the 1960s there
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were many forest nurseries all over the country, sigmficantly, particularly on
the lighter soils of the south east, with just a few on heavier soils. These
included nurseries at Bramshill near Camberley, Surrey, Brightling and
Rogate in Sussex, Fleet in Hants, and Bedgebury as well as Kennington near
Oxford and in the New Forest. There was considerable movement of plants

from nursery to nursery and from nursery to forest. If Sitka Spruce was
required, this might travel from Delamere, Cheshire, the Lake District or even

Scotland by train or lorry. After initial planting, gaps through death would be
replaced for the first five years, so stock for this could come from a different

nursery to the original planting.”

This could have been the case at Shouldham Forest where the dominant

bramble is the Scottish Rubus septentrionalis, but with a colony of Rubus
ruciis in its only known Norfolk site right in the middle of the forest. One of

the strongholds of this latter species is in Bardney Forest in Lincolnshire

which also had its forest nursery. Rubus leptothyrsos could have been

brought down from Scotland probably when the Sandringham woods were

first planted, and especially likely if the head forester came down to supervise

the planting from the Royal estates in Scotland.

Can detective work reveal how other recent introductions arrived? Last year,

everybody was sending me specimens of Phacelia tanacetifolia to identify.

This year, Gillian and I have both received specimens of Ambrosia

artemisifolia, the Prairie Ragweed, and said to be one of the major causes of

hay fever in parts of the United States. Bristle Grasses and Millet are starting

to turn up all over the place, and especially Setaria pumila, the Yellow

Bristle Grass. There is no great problem here, as all are constituents of wild

bird food mixtures. Some of them though, and especially the Phacelia and

Setaria pumila are very persistent and are likely to become regular members

of our annual weed flora in the 21st century, especially if the climate

I continues to warm up, and also especially as all also appear as constituents

I of ‘game mix’ headlands in the comers of fields on shooting estates.

During the course of our Flora studies. Green Nightshade {Solarium

^physalifolium ssp. nitidibaccatum) started appearing almost simultaneously
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in widely separated parts of the county and almost always in sugar beet

fields. Why?

The possible solution to this puzzle occurred to me recently following a

discussion on the telephone with Mr R. Harmer of Green Farm, Hempstead,

who told me that he had had, twice in the space of three years, several plants

of Mitre Cress, {Myagnim sp.) in his sugar beet. (The reason I have not

included the full scientific name should not concern us here.) In each case, he

dug down and found that they had grown from pelleted seed, in the rows of

sugar beet. It would seem likely therefore, that seeds of Solarium

physalifolium have also been introduced as pelleted seed with the sugar beet,

and find themselves very much at home in our arable fields.

These are a few possible answers to recent introductions, but what about the

curious distributions of some of our native plants?

Why does Intermediate Polypody {Polypodium interjectum), considered to be

more of a calcicole than the Common variety, {Polypodium vulgare) occur so

abundantly in more or less acid woodland and on shady hedgebanks

throughout North East Norfolk? Clive Jermy, formerly of the British

Museum, and one of our leading Pteridologists, has suggested that the plant

derives some benefit from the damp submaritime air whose influence can

stretch up to 15 or 20 miles inland, given an east or north east wind.

What is the restricting influence on the rare coastal grass, Corynephorus

canescens, the Grey Hair Grass? I did an exact plot of this species so far as

East Norfolk was concerned, for the late P.J.O.Trist who was doing a study of

its national distribution. It is abundant on Yarmouth North Denes and

continues northwards towards Caister, where it can be seen abundantly,

going back inland onto the golf course. Just short of Caister lifeboat house, it

suddenly stops, and does not reappear until one gets to Winterton, where it is

again abundant from Winterton up to and including the area of Horsey Gap.
Again, it suddenly peters out, and I was unable to find a single plant more
than 300 metres beyond the Gap, with none at all from that point to

Happisburgh by way of Waxham and Sea Palling. Its next known station is

on Blakeney Point, with one further dot on the map in the Flora at Holme
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-next-Sea, though Ron Harold, the Holkham NNR warden tells me that there

is a small colony on Burnham Overy dunes.

Now that we have arrived on the north coast, it is worth relating that in 1 986,

before the BSBI Monitoring Scheme which was the start point for our own
Flora, Dr. Tim Rich, armed with two different keys which were similar but

by no means identical, instructed the late Dr.Charles Fetch and myself in the

intricacies of identifying Salicornias, Glassworts to the unscientific botanist,

and Samphire to everyone else. The best time to do this is early in October

when they arc adopting each their own distinctive autumn colours, as they are

very difficult to separate, even at flowering time. In late August 1999 ,1 was

on Blakeney Point, when I came upon a shallow hollow covered with a tiny

procumbent Glasswort which was already a brilliant red, the autumn colours

of Salicornia ramosissima. Intrigued, I sent a specimen to Dr Ian Ferguson,

the BSBI Salicornia referee who agreed with the identification, and suggested

that the hollow in which the dwarf plants were growing probably only

received inundation at the very highest of spring tides, causing not only the

dwarfing, but also the premature colour change.

There are many other unanswered questions regarding our Flora. Why do the

woodlands on clay in central Norfolk hold such plants as Herb Paris {Paris

quadrifolia). Greater Butterfly Orchid {Platanthera chlorantha) and

Nettle-leaved Bellflower {Campanula trachelium) whilst those on the boulder

clay of the south east do not, with one exception, so far as Herb Paris is

concerned.?

From observation, it would appear that the woods overlooking the Waveney

valley, though back on the clay plateau, are that little bit more acid than their

(Central Norfolk counterparts. Thus, Billingford Wood, Gawdy Hall Great

’Wood and Gillingham Thicks are noteworthy for their drifts of Heath

Speedwell {Veronica officinalis) in clearings, and quantities of Slender St.

.John’s Wort {Hypericum pulchnim). Why, in contrast to neighbouring

(Counties, has Meadow Cranesbill {Geranium pratense) always been regarded

I in Norfolk as an introduction? Undoubtedly it has been mtroduced in some

1
places as a garden relic, as it is a very attractive plant. However, there are
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places, such as a roadside verge south of Hardwick and remote from any

houses, in an area where it is possible to find, in places, both Sulphur Clover

iTrifolium ochroleucon) and Dyer’s Greenweed {Genista tinctoria) and

where a considerable number of plants of Meadow Cranesbill are scattered

along the verge for at least a quarter of a mile.

It is also interesting to ponder the exact needs of some of our less widespread

umbellifers. Burnet Saxifrage {Pimpinella saxifraga) is always regarded as

being typical of old grassland on soils with a moderately high pH. Pepper

Saxifrage, (Silaum silaus) is only fi^equent on chalky boulder clay and Stone

Parsley (Sison amomum) ‘is confined to calcareous clay’, the above

distributions being ‘quotes’. Silaum is most frequent in TM 18, 19,28,29

and with nine tetrads in 39. Sison has good representation in 18, 28 and

29, but with less in 19 and with only 6 tetrads in 39, but has been found in

five tetrads in 49, especially round Gillingham where, as has already been

noted, the clay is of a more acidic nature. Pimpinella is frequent in 19, 28,

29, and 39 but is scarce in 18, and I have noticed whilst recording, that

though both are sometimes found, where there is a lot of Silaum, Pimpinella

may have to be searched for, and not always found.

We have studied these plants to the best of our ability, but it is obvious from

the foregoing that we do not yet understand everything of their ecology.

Though all three species are much scarcer than the last three dealt with,

another community in clay grassland to which I am particularly attached, as

it was one that I grew up with on the Suffolk clay, is that of Sulphur Clover,

Dyer’s Greenweed and Pyramidal Orchid {Anacamptis pyramidalis), the

Greenweed being by far the rarer of the three. Having said that, when one has

been found, it is worth continuing to search, as one or other of the other two

are quite often findable nearby.

But why are the Norfolk boulder clay woods not full of Oxlips {Primula

elatior) like those only ten or fifteen miles south of the border in Suffolk?

What is the difference? Comparing the ground flora, very little, yet Norfolk

has only the consolation of a colony at Dickleburgh Moor found by Mrs
A. R. Smith and first recorded in the Flowering Plants of Harleston published
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by the Rev. W. Galpin in 1888, and now believed to be extinct due to a

combination of land reclamation and being hybridised out of existence by

Primrose (Primula vulgaris) or Cowslip (Primula veris) or both. When I

searched the area at the appropriate time two or three years ago, the site

consisted of reed, nettles and dried out peat, with the water table too low to

support OxJips, and in fact, neither it or its relatives or their hybrids could be

found at all.

The crisis facing the livestock industry is of greatest concern to all botanists,

indeed, to all lovers of wildlife for, if the livestock industiy collapses, much

of the good that has been done by the creation of Environmentally Sensitiive

Areas such as the Halvergate Levels and the Wavency Marshes will be

rapidly undone. TTianks to help received from Mike Hall, who knew the

necessary people, I was able to survey all the Wavcney marshes from Diss to

Shotford Bridge. Further down cattle droves and personal permissions

enabled me to visit most of the remainder from Shotford Bridge to below

Burgh St. Peter, and I must say that the qualifr- of the dyke flora was a

revelation, with Frogbit (Hydrocharis morsus-ranae) and Water Violet

(Hottonia palustris) virtually all the way as well as other almost disappeared

plants in their natural habitats. Look at the map for Common Bistort

(Persicaria historta) and. if Shelfanger Town Meadows is included. 25% of

the Norfolk sites for the plant are in the Waveney marshes, whilst a good

manv of the others would have been introductions.

By contrast, the Halvergate Levels have the distinction of being the most

species poor area in East Norfolk. Why, one might ask. in the areas that have

not been subject to the plough? Another puzzle. There may be an easy

answer for this too. The area in the distant past would have been reclaimed

from saltmarsh, though how the transition from saltmarsh to grazing marsh

was carried out I have been unable to ascertain. It is sufficient to say that

there certainly would not have been a seedbank in the order of that in any

other t\pe of old grassland, though here again, the dyke flora is all important

for one or two special plants like the lovely Marsh Mallow (Althaea

officinalis).
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Finally, a quick look into the future. We have considered the possible spread

of such things as ‘bird seed aliens’, but there are plants not really well

established that have been with us for centuries such as Borage {Borago

officinalis) I quote “Introduced from southern Europe as a herb and

sometimes persisting outside gardens.” We found it in east Norfolk

increasingly frequently on hedgebanks and waste ground, often well away

from gardens. Four or five years ago, a field of probably 10 to 12 acres was

grown as a crop just beyond Shipdham, travelling up Hills Road towards

Saham Toney. This autumn, the barley stubble has been full of Borage plants

from side to side, from seed whieh had lain dormant since the erop. With

more and more alternative erops being grown, the next generation may find

plants sueh as Borage a completely natural part of the flora.

Even some of the strietly garden plants can survive long periods of neglect

and may even proliferate. Good examples of this can be found in the Stanford

Training Area where all the garden plants have been in a time warp since

1942, yet in areas where sheep do not graze, the Virgina Creeper

{Parthenocissus quinquefolia) and Creeping Everlasting Pea {Lathyrus

grandiflorus), and the lovely Nodding Star of Bethlehem (Omithogalum

nutans) have prospered and spread and even the giant Rudbeckia laciniata

has managed to do more than hold its own in the unlikely setting of a pieee of

wet woodland. Where the sheep do graze, they strietly avoid the massed ranks

of Birthwort {Aristolochia clematitis) by the ruins of Sturston Hall, whieh

now grows to the edge of Sturston Drove, and whose roots are probably even

now, feeling their way under the road metal, hoping to form a bridgehead on

the edge of the open heath beyond in the not too distant future.

All the cottages and farmsteads sited in STANTA can be spotted by the

thickets of suckering damsons and in spring,by the mass of Snowdrops and

Daffodils, these being mainly the old fashioned double known as Narcissus

pseudonarcissus cultivar Van Sion, shown here at Sturston Hall where it has

sueeessfiilly seeded from the former orchard into the nearby marshy

meadows. Finally, we must not dismiss the possibility of the spread of Yucca

on Blakeney Point, where it was said to have been planted in 1912 by
Professor Oliver, another of our past Presidents. If the climate does eontinue

to warm up. it eould start seeding itself all over the Point!
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Two Orchard from Holt Country Park

Bird’s-nest Orchard

Goodyera repens, Creeping Lady’s Tresses,

is a feature of the conifer plantations in the

Park with small colonies growing in

semi-shade. In the group illustrated, each
plant supports a slender spike of tiny white

flowers which, on close examination, are

seen to be glandular-hairy.

Neottia nidus-ovis, Bird’s-nest Orchard, is

less common. It occurs beneath deciduous

trees and also in the litter alongside paths.

It is a saprophyte. There are no green

leaves, just an erect, brownish column of

flowers. Although normally found in shade,

the specimen photographed in June, was in

full sun for much of the day.

Reg. Jones

Creeping Lady’s Tresses



Philanthus triangulum with prey,

Honey Bee. (David Lester)

Philanthus triangulum Bergh Apton.

(David Lester)
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Volucella inanis.

(Stuart Paston)

Sunfish on Cley beach 1999.

(Tony Marr)



WILDLIFE 2000

SEAWEEDS IN WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA

Paul Banham

Milton House, 17, High Street,

Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, NR23 lEW

I
''Norfolk could hardly be described as seaweed-rich. The majority of the coast,

i
.consisting of sandy beaches, provides scant foothold for the larger marine

I
.algae, with the notable exception of West Runton, where paramoudra flints,

I .embedded in chalk, give us the nearest equivalent to rock-pools to be found in

; tEast Anglia.

I IHowever, the spores of seaweeds must abound in the North Sea, for

' \whenever a suitable habitat becomes available (for example, the man-made

1 rreefs of granite blocks at Sea Palling), seaweeds will grow abundantly.

’ lln Wells, the west side of the harbour, between the Quay and the beach, is

i Hiberally strewn with lumps of concrete, bricks and stones, on a natural

, ssubstrate of estuarine mud and sand. Here can be found examples of red.

I igreen and brown seaweeds, some of them in profusion. On the beach, which

I
lis vast, flat and (in places) muddy, some areas are coated with mainly green

: sspecies. The saltmarsh has wracks and green seaweeds caught up amongst

' ;the stems of higher plants, but also has true epiphytes, especially on the sea

i .purslane, Athplex portulacoides.

rrhe Harbour
This is the richest area for the larger algae. Close to the west end of the

' (Quay, just north of the Harbourmaster’s Office, is a stretch known as “Wells

hRocks”, though all the “rocks” are man-made. On the 21st September 1999 a

.'Survey showed that the “Permanent Low Water Level ’ (PLW) was at

-0.29m. OD. It rarely drops more than a few centimetres below this. In the

vwater was growing Gutweed Enteromorpha intestinalis Sea Lettuce Ulva

lactuca and the red seaweed Cerastium sp. (probably nodulosum, the

nomenclature of this genus is very fraught!). Coating some of the stones just

.above this level was some Laver Porphyria umbilicalis.
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From here, reaching up the average seven degree slope as far as 1.48m OD
was a dense mass of Bladder Wrack Fucus vesiculosus and Knotted Wrack

Ascophyllum nodosum. In places the latter species was so abundant as to

exclude the former, yet Chapman (1937) did not apparently find this species

in Wells. Even now there is not much Knotted Wrack to be found north of the

Marsh/Sewage Farm outfall sluice.

Upper limit of

Fucus spiralis

(1.95m OD)

Vertical scale of

Metres slightly

exaggerated

Figure 1. West side of Wells harbour, just north of the Quay.

Above these two Wracks, as far as 1.95m OD, were more isolated plants of

Flat Wrack Fucus spiralis.. However, by far the most interesting discovery

of this year’s survey was a couple of colonies of Channel Wrack Pelvetia

canaliculata on flints (and even on hard tar) at the very highest level, up to

2.32m OD. Previously, in Norfolk, I have only seen this species in its

free-living form (ecad libera) caught up among saltmarsh flowering

plant-stems on sheltered marshes at Blakeney Point. It was fascinating to see

it here in Wells in its “genuine” attached form, familiar to anyone who has

studied the seaweed flora of hard cliffs, where it forms the highest band.

Seaweeds which grow substantially above Mean Sea Level (OD) must be

able to survive occasional desiccation. From the tidal predictions for 2000

(although tides are rarely exactly as predicted, owing to meteorological
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Channel Wrack in its dry state. It is

reached only by spring tides.

(Paul Banham)

Knotted Wrack, recently wetted by

the tide. (Paul Banham)

Solid mass of Knotted Wrack, here

forming a monoculture.

(Paul Banham)

Flat Wrack, reaching further up the

shore than all but Channel Wrack.

(Paul Banham)



Bladder Wrack (left) and Knotted

Wrack growing together.

(Paul Banham)

Bostrychia scorpioides in its dry state,

growing as an epiphyte on Sea
Purslane stems. (Paul Banham)

Channel Wrack attached to hardened

tar. It is reached only by spring tides.

(Paul Banham)

Ulva, Ectocarpus and Geranium
attached to a pegged beach net.

(Paul Banham)



conditions, the averages are reliable) it appears that Fucus vesiculosus and
Ascophyllum nodosum must occasionally survive four days’ exposure, Fucus
spiralis six days and Pelvetia canaliculata up to ten days. It would be

interesting to see how this compares with cliff habitats, where wave-splashing

raises the effective tide-level.

The Beach

Although many seaweed species are cast ashore by wave-action, this study

has been restricted to those living (i.e. attached) in Wells. Substantial areas of

Bob Hall’s Sand (the beach between the harbour channel and the East Hills)

are covered with the green seaweeds Ulva lactuca and Enteromorpha spp.

Elsewhere, occasional bits of cable and former beach defences are sometimes

abundantly covered with Bladder Wrack, while pegged-down beach

fishing-nets have their own peculiar flora. A head-rope left in place on the

beach after the net had been detached was covered from end to end with 15cm

strands of Enteromorpha sp. (probably while a nylon net with a

5cm mesh, although it had some Ulva and Fucus distichus was characterised

by a continuous covering of Ectocarpus. TTiis gelatinous, slimy brown

seaweed is given a highly descriptive name by the beach fishermen which

would perhaps be out of place in these Transactions!

The Saltmarsh

This is the area which forcibly reminds me how much remains to be done.

Chapman (1937) lists some 295 species of marine algae for Norfolk, of which

at least half are associated with saltmarsh. In previous years I have looked in

vain for examples of epiphytes on the stems of sea purslane Atriplex

portulacoides (he lists 9 species). Was I not looking hard enough, or had they

gone? In fact, I was looking in the wTong place; the sea purslane growing at

the upper marsh level (c. 2.8m OD) apparently dries out too much. On plants

growing some 20-30 cm lower I found quite an abundant flora of green

Enteromorpha spp.and a lot of the red Bostrychia scorpioides. I intend to

keep looking!

Reference

CHAPMAN., V.J. (1937) A revision of the marine algae of Norfolk. Linnean

Society of London, BiologicalJournal, 51: 205-263.
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WATER-MITE INFORMATION

R.K.H.Jones

Broadlands, Station Road, Potter Heigham, Norfolk

About 350 species of water-mite have been recorded from the British Isles,

and of those, the vast majority belong to the Hydrachnellae or freshwater

mites, while about 15 belong to the Halacaridae. The latter group are

predominately marine forms and are found in the sea at depths down to

5000m. Some, however have moved into freshwater and keep turning up in

freshwater samples. (I have no records from the sea around Norfolk and have

not identified the odd ones that have turned up in freshwater samples.) The

Hydrachnellae, on the other hand are found in almost every sort of fresh

water from the smallest puddles up to the largest lakes and 125 species have

been recorded from Norfolk.

Most water-mites are predatory in the adult and nymphal stages and the

majority have larvae which are parasitic on insects.

Many species of the genus Arrenurus are parasitic on Odonata and the larvae

are carried to the ponds where their hosts are egg-laying.These larvae mature,

mate and lay eggs and the larvae which hatch from these find a dragonfly

nymph and make a non-parasite attachment to it. When the nymph leaves the

water the mite larvae are carried through the water surface by the prospective

host and when the latter metamorphoses the mite larvae which it was carrying

jump aboard the newly emerged adult and form a parasitic attachment to it.

The mites then stay on the hosts until they return to water for egg laying

when the cycle begins again. For this reason these mites are found in any

water where Odonata breed.

Other mite larvae parasitise mosquitoes and by the same sort of process they

are found wherever mosquitoes breed. (Even in the water-tank in my
greenhouse.)

Some mites particularly the gerera Hydrachna and Eylais parasitise water
beetles and Corixids. The larvae climb onto their hosts and form
nympho-chrysalids under the elytra. Here they spend the winter. The hosts
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can often be found in spring with large mite nympho-chrysalids under the

elytra which are pushed outwards and make the parasite very obvious.

Some mites of fast flowing waters can run on the boulders or even on the

water surface and will jump from there onto flies which fly low over the

surface.

Obviously most mites are reliant on their host for dispersal though a few can

walk out of the water and find somewhere else to live.

Some of the puddle dwellers are able to aestivate for several months should

the puddle dry up and come out of the soil back into the water when rain

refills the puddle.

Mites of the genus Unionicola are found as nymphs and adults in freshwater

mussels, though there is some disagreement as to whether they are parasitic

or commensal. Most of these have larvae which are parasitic on chironomids.

The foregoing descriptions will, I hope, explain the almost universal

distribution of water-mites in almost every sort of freshwater.

VOLUCELIA INANIS (L.) (DIPTERA; SYRPHIDAE) NEW TO
NORFOLK

Flowers of maijoram {Origanum vulgare) in my Norwich garden (TG

215-090) regularly attract hoverflies but on 9* August 1999 I was surprisd to

see, amid familiar species, a distinctive newcomer. It was readily identified as

a female Volucella inanis (L.) by consulting British Hoverflies (Stubbs &
Falk, 1983) and it was photographed during its 15 minute stay before its

disappearance with the onset of cloud. The species which develops in wasp

nests has shown signs of spreading northwards in recent years and it is of

interest that another female was taken on the previous day at Chippenham

Fen NNNR - new record for Cambridgeshire (Ian Mclean pers. comm).

Stuart Paston
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A SURVEY OF THE DEPRESSED RIVER MUSSEL
{PSEUDANODONTA COMPLANATA) IN THE RIVER WAVENEY:

POPULATION STRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

John Howe and Chris Franklin

School of Biological Sciences

University of East Anglia

Norwich, NR4 7TJ

Introduction

The depressed river mussel, Pseudanodonta complanata^ is a freshwater

unionid bivalve species known to be threatened throughout its range in

northern and western Europe. The species appears in the UK Biodiversity

Action Programme and is classified as a species of global conservation

concern. British habitats may contain up to 24% of the global population

(Plowman, 1995).

However, distribution of the species within Britain is limited to only 66

lOkm^ grids recorded in England, ranging from Somerset through the Welsh

borders to South Yorkshire. Action plans for the species (Plowman, 1995,

reviewed by Willing, 1997) highlight that threats to this species, together with

an incomplete knowledge of the ecology, life history and habitat preference

are poorly understood (Kemey, 1976 and Willing, 1997). Live specimens of

P. complanata were discovered in the River Waveney in October 1996

(Hewlett and Baker, 1998), together with records of dead shells found after

dredging activities (Kileen, 1992).

Study aims

This pilot study aimed to establish the location of populations of P.

complanata within the River Waveney and then estimate population density

and age structure of any populations found. Understanding of the

demographics of the species will be of value in future monitoring and

management of this and other populations. A further goal was to investigate

environmental variables, such as water depth, substrate characteristics and

water chemistry, and evaluate these in terms of habitat preference.
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! Summary of methodology

5 sites on the River Waveney between Geldeston and Somerleyton were
’ surveyed during the course of this study. The selected sites were sampled
(over a penod of 10 days between 16/4/98 and 12/5/98.

The study sites and approximate OS grid references are as follows;

Site 1 Geldeston TM393906
Site 2 Barsham Marshes TM405908
Site 3 Sutton’s Farm TM455914
Site 4 River Waveney/Oulton Dyke confluence TM499943
Site 5 Somerleyton TM475968

-All unionid mussels captured were counted, measured and the number of

j
growth rings recorded. ‘Dead’ shells were also collected for later analysis.

'Where P. complanata were found, individuals were tagged with a unique

I identification number for longer term growth analysis All mussels were

I returned unharmed to the river.

1 Sampling was conducted using a purpose built (^redge which can be used

I from a boat or from the bank-side. The dredge was 0.5m wide and has been

-designed to capture benthic molluscs buried to a depth of approximately

150mm, depending on substrate. Nearly 300m^ of the river bed was surveyed

during the course of the study. 18 dredges were conducted using a 0.5m wide

^ dredge across a total of 526m of the river bed, equating to an area of some

• 263m^. The dredge has been calibrated in terms of its efficiency using a 20cm
' X 20cm benthic grab sampler. With each grab sample the depth and substrate

I type was recorded, and the contents were sieved through a 2mm screen. 230

(grab samples were made of 400cm^ equating to 9.2m^.

I Results and discussion

i Population estimate

A total of 111 live specimens of P. complanata were captured. The

:
population density of P. complanata was calculated with data from grab

‘Sampling with upper and lower 95% confidence lumts (Table 1), using the

(method of Greenwcxxi (1996). The distribution of P. complanata was found

to be patchy. Relatively small sample sizes at each site and natural variability
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in the mussel’s distribution, has led to the fairly wide population estimate at

each site. Grouping the four data sets together allows us to be 95% confident

that P. complanata has a mean population density of between 1.3 and 4.0m'^

along the stretch of the River Waveney between Geldeston and the Waveney/

Oulton Dyke confluence.

Site number Sitel Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 1-4 tot Site 5

Mean no. of mussels m ^
2.1 2.3 2.5 3.8 2.6 0

95% upper confidence limit 4.6 4.5 4.9 7.6 4 0

95% lower confidence limit -0.4 0.1 0.1 -0.1 1.3 0

Table 1. Number of mussels by site and density estimates (no. m'^) for

Pseudanodonta complanata with upper and lower 95% confidence limits.

These population estimates provide a valuable benchmark for future

monitoring for the River as a whole, and with further data will be useful for

comparing sites within the River Waveney together with other populations

encountered.

Age structure of the population

During the winter period of very slow growth, dark concentric growth rings

appear on the shells of unionid mussel species (Crowley, 1957). Growth rings

have been shown in studies to provide an accurate means of aging mussels

(Crowley, 1957, Negus, 1966, Jansen and Hanson, 1991). Some authors

have claimed that this method is unreliable (Downing et.al, 1992, Downing
and Downing, 1993). However, their arguments have centered on populations

of mussels which are subject to extremely variable phytoplankton

availability, leading to years of zero growth and even shrinkage of the mussel

through abrasion. These conditions are extreme, and this method should be

reliable in this part of the River Waveney which demonstrates fairly constant

phytoplankton availability from year to year (Environment Agency water

quality data). Relatively low flow rates, coupled with soft sediments, are

unlikely to abrade the shell.

This study has found a significant relationship, as expected, between the

length of shell and the number of growth rings present in this population of P.
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complanata (figure 1). The correlation coefficient found with this data set

was 0.82 (n = 1 1 1).

Figure 1. Relationship between the number of growth rings and length in mm
of shells of the P. complanata population in the River Waveney (n=l 11).

Where P. complanata were captured, those individuals considered large

enough (79) were tagged with a unique identity number prior to release. The

taggmg of these individuals will allow subsequent re-capture and

re-measurement. The location of these sites has been noted and will allow

follow up work to be conducted in the areas of survival, growth rates and

calibration of the age/growth ring relationship. Assuming this relationship to

be correct, the age structure of the P. complanata population in this stretch

of the Waveney is demonstrated by Figure 2.

An analysis of the age structure of the population highlights what appears to

be poor recruitment for the five years prior to 1998. It is possible that the

sampling methods used during this survey were less efficient for smaller

individuals. However, given that 230 grab samples were taken, then sieved

though a fine 2mm mesh, recent poor recruitment to the population is a valid

cause for concern.
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No. of growth rings

Figure 2. Age structure of Pseudanodonta complanata population in the

River Waveney (n=l 1 1).

Analysis of site specific age structure indicates that there is a general trend of

declining age moving downstream (mean age at site 1; 5.5, site 2; 5.7; site 3;

4.0, site 4, 3.4). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) suggests this is significant;

F3,110 = 8.42, P< 0.01. This trend, indicating that younger individuals are

more likely to be found at downstream locations is interesting. It is possible

that there may be specific habitat requirements for the youngest age classes

or ‘nursery’ areas which may be identified by more detailed surveying.

‘Dead’ shells

A large number of shells of dead individuals were encountered using both the

dredge and grab sampler. The condition of these shells varied in condition

from small fragments to recently dead individuals, where both valves were

found intact, held together by the hinge ligaments. It was decided that only

‘dead’ shells where both valves were present would be collected. Dead shells

were collected for all species encountered. These shells were then measured

and the number of growth rings counted (Figure 3).

The dead shells showed that although the younger age classes are once again

under represented, individual mussels may have had a longer life span at
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some point in the past. Shells were found that had 12 growth rings present,

compared to a maximum count of 10 on the oldest or largest hve specimens.

Assuming fecundity is higher in larger/older individuals, a reduction in their

numbers will have a negative influence on recruitment (Nakaoka, 1998 and
Sibly & Calow, 1986).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

No. of growth rings

Figure 3. Dead shells of all species encountered, and number of growth rings

(n=182)

Comparisons of unionid densities by site

Data collected from this study have revealed that freshwater unionid species

are restricted at a pomt between Oulton Dyke (site 4) and Somerleyton (site

5). At site 5 no live unionids were found in the 60 grab samples carried out.

Sampling at site 4 yielded a comparable densit\' of mussels to those found at

the sites further upstream (Table 2).

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 All sites

A. anatina 31 41 45 21 0 138

A cygnea 2 1 0 0 0 3

P. complanata 58 18 6 29 0 111

U. pictorum 26 47 32 20 0 125

Total Unionids 117 107 83 70 0 377

Table 2. Total numbers of live unionids by species at each site. Site 1

(Geldestone) is furthest upstream moving downstream to Site 5

(Somerle>ton)
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Water quality

The Environment Agency monitor water quality at a number of stations in

this part of the River Waveney. Of many water chemistry variables tested,

only salinity demonstrates a significant change through this part of the river.

Recent information (K. Clarke, pers. com), has lead us to believe that there

may be a negative influence from treated effluent pumped into the river from

the sewage works at Marsh Lane, Worlingham.. The out-fall is situated at

TM 457912, between our sites 3 and 4 and may help to explain the declining

density of the P. complanata population at sites 2 and 3 (Table 2). The tidal

nature of this river means that the treated effluent can be transported

upstream on an incoming tide. If the species is more sensitive to pollutants

from the effluent than other unionids this would fit well our observations of

changes in community composition. This is supported by the recovery of the

population at site 4 where the river mixes with water from Oulton Dyke,

which may have a diluting effect.

Salinity

Salinity decreases moving up-stream, consistent with the tidal nature of this

part of the River Waveney. No live unionid specimens were found at study

site 5. Upstream, at study site 4, the density of mussels was comparable to

the other sites further upstream. It is probably a fair assumption that these

mussel species are restricted in their distribution, at a point between sites 4

and 5, as a consequence of unfavourably high salinity levels. Our data and

the Environment Agency water quality monitoring programme, support the

observations of Baker et al, (1998) who suggest 300mgl ' of chloride marks a

distribution maxima. Our data also suggests that for short periods of time P.

complanata can tolerate high chloride concentrations, 1 160mgl ’ chloride has

been recorded at the Burgh St. Peter monitoring station, upstream of site 4.

Substrate preferences

As a general qualitative observation, P. complanata demonstrates a

preference for soft sediments of fairly fine particulate matter, which seems

consistent with the other unionids. Observations of large numbers of mussels,

both in the field and also in aquaria, indicate that they burrow into the

sediment exposing only the siphon area of the shell. Very rarely are mussels

entirely submerged into the substrate {pers. ohs). The highest capture rates
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occurred when sampling in patches of silt with a stable consistency, where the

particle size increased (e.g. gravel, consolidated clay), unionid densities

rapidly fell.

Capture rates also fell in areas of extremely soft sediment. Given that the

unionids filter phytoplankton and detritus through their gills, it is likely that

these sediments provide less than ideal habitat. The finer silts are easily

disturbed and may have a negative influence on filtration or oxygen exchange

as a result of clogging.

Depth preferences

The depth distribution maxima for unionids was between 2.5 and 3m. The

profile of the River Waveney is fairly uniform, probabiliw as a result of

Environment Agency dredging activity. Shallow marginal shelves extend to

around Im from the bank-side, then steeply sloping to the river bottom, where

depths range from 3.5 to 4.5m in most of the transects where mussels were

captured.

Mussels captured by grab sampling were taken from depths ranging between

1 and 4 m, with an approximate preference for depths of 1.5- 3.5m. This

indicates that the sloping sides of the river bed may be the preferred habitat

for P. complanata within this river.

Conclusions

The study successfully located a population of P. complanata in the River

Waveney. We estimate that the population density in this stretch of the River

is around 2.6 m'^. This figure could be extrapolated to estimate 25,000

individuals km ’ of the River Waveney between Geldeston and Oulton Dyke.

However, these types of estimate should be treated with caution, as we found

distribution highly patchy. Despite this, there is no doubt that this stretch of

the River Waveney is a rich and important area for P. complanata.

We have found that for short periods of time P. complanata can tolerate high

chloride concentration and believe that the saline influence of this tidal river

limits freshwater unionid distributions to a pomt between Somerlevton and

the Waveney/ Oulton D\ke confluence. This is consistent with the findings of
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Baker et al, (1998) suggesting 300mgl ' of chloride as a distribution maxima

for freshwater unionids.

We are concerned by an apparent lack of recruitment in this population of P.

complanata and further study is needed to resolve this issue. Future studies

should also consider the affects of dredging and the clearance of emergent

vegetation. Surveys of more sites in this region and beyond would be

extremely valuable in comparing population trends. If recruitment within this

species is threatened and individual mussels are facing a shorter life span,

then a greater understanding of these processes is vital for their future

conservation.
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Miscellaneous observations.

Further to the note by K.C.Durrant {Transactions 1997. Vol 31 Part 1;

p39-40) about the wasp Philanthus triangulum Fab., the species was seen

several times at three different sites in the parish of Bergh Apton in the

summers of 1996, 1997, 1998 & 1999. Thanks to Ken Durrant for

identifying the first specimen, whieh was found dying on the road near Bergh

Apton Church on T‘ September 1996 having presumably been hit by a car.

All three sites are generally dr>^ sandy slopes facing the sun. the so-called Bee

Wolf was once watched having a long (several minutes) struggle with a

honey-bee, eventually overpowering and killing it.

David Lester

The midge Lasioptera ruhi induces irregular wood>- galls on the stems of

Ruhiis spp., most commonly bramble and to a lesser extent cultivated

blackberries and raspberries. Norfolk's only records up to 1999 were for

bramble Rubus fructicosus

.

In Februaiy 1999 Anne Starling and Simon

Harrap found a galled stem on wild raspberry' Rubus idaeu in Hempstead. A
further record came from Belton Common in August. In February 2000 Mrs

J. Womersley sent galled loganberry Rubus loganobaccus stems from

Foulsham. Dr Keith Harris examined larvae from part of the sample and

confirmed the identification. Although mentioned in the literature, there are

no exant gall specimens for loganberry'.

Rex Haney
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WILDLIFE 2000

THE NORFOLK SAWFLIES AND HORNTAILS

Ken Durrant

18 The Avenues, Sheringham NR26 8DG

The last list of Norfolk Sawflies was published in the Victorian History of

the Counties, Norfolk 1

.

by Edwards in 1901. In it were recorded 158 species

for the 19th. century. It therefore seemed an appropriate time to list the

species of this seldom recorded group of insects reliably recorded during the

20th century. At present the list contains 235 species.

The Sawflies and Homtails comprise a number of families of insects termed

Symphyta, they are a sub-order of one of the largest insect orders.

Hymenoptera (meaning membranous wings) which includes bees, wasps,

ichneumon flies and ants. The name Symphyta is from the Greek Sym =

together and phyto = I grow, meaning that the thorax and abdomen are

joined together over their entire width, unlike the other sub-order where they

are joined by a petiole or wasp waist, unlike them however they cannot sting,

they are also rated as the most primitive section of the Hymenoptera.

The Sawfly females are equipped with a pair of chitinous saws resembling

carpenters tools, hence the vernacular name. They use their saws to cut

incisions in the veins of leaves or the thin bark of plants, the saws work

alternately to each other, they are provided with teeth on one edge and the

sides contain rasp like patterns making them a very efficient cutting

equipment, the teeth and rasp patterns vary with each species.

Once the cut is made the saws separate to allow the egg to pass down into it,

a drop of liquid is extruded with the egg from a gland, this affects the tissue

of the host plant and docs in some cases start to form a gall. Once in the cut

the egg starts to swell enabling it to fit tight in the incision.
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The larva that emerge resemble the caterpillars of moths, but they have more

legs and these even vary between the species. They are phytophagous eating

leaves, mining leaves, boring into stems or living in galls formed on the

leaves or twigs of shrubs.

When fully fed they form a cocoon usually in the ground, but sometime under

bark in which they moult to form a prepupal stage, in which they remam

sometimes for many months before finally forming a pupae, in this stage they

remain only for a short period before emerging as adult insects usually from

May to July. Some species however produce more than one generation per

year. Then the metamorphosis is speeded up. Many species are parth-

enogenetic where males are extremely rare or unknown.

The adults are pollen and nectar feeders mainly but some are carnivorous and

eat the larvae of other insects. Many of them are agricultural or horticultural

pests. When conditions are suitable the larvae can cause serious damage to

1
vegetable or other plant life in the countryside.

Another feature that the adults possess are two hairy' pads on their backs

called cenchri. these are similar to the Velcro used on clothing or footwear,

they are situated just behind the scutellum and engage with the edges of the

forewings to help hold them when they are folded over their abdomen at rest.

The Homtails or so called Wood Wasps comprise only two families the

Xiphydriidae and the Siricidae. The females of this group are equipped with

an ovipositor shaped like a hypodermic needle, this is used to drill a hole in

pine, willow, alder or birch according to the species, an egg is deposited deep

I

into the wood where the larva will feed. Despite their wasp like appearance

they are harmless and like the Sawflies cannot sting

Adults often arrive in imported timber. They are also transported around the

country into towns and cities in pine logs or pine poles for garden centres.

The Large Homtail, however, is widely distributed throughout the country'

now.
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Some species observations

Jerking Disc Sawfly Larva, Heterarthrus aceris Kaltz.

The female sawfly leaves an egg in an incision she has made near the point of

a leaf lobe. The larva on hatching mines the leaf only leaving the upper and

lower epidermis. When fully fed it

cuts a small circle in the upper cuticle

leaving it attached by a number of

minute fragments. From these

fragments it then forms a silken floor

but in no way touching the lower

cuticle. By a series of jerks the

perforations break away releasing the

disc to fall to the ground. If, however,

it does not fall amongst leaf litter the

larva will continue to jerk the disc

which in a series of short jumps

reaches cover. The larva will then

form a prepupa and remain as such

until the following spring.

Palisade Sawfly Larva, Stauronematus compressicornis Fab.

This larva surrounds itself with a

circle of dried saliva posts. It

sometimes forms posts at the leaf

stalk to deter predatory beetles etc

from entr\' mto the leaf When it has

eaten the leaf within the palisade it

often eats the posts before moving off

to form another circle on another

nearby leaf When fully fed it forms a

cocoon in the soil Never a common

species, adults found more often than

the larvae. Numbers of larvae found

on poplars of Norwich castle mound

in Julv 1950
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Figwort Sawfly Tenthredo scrophulariae L.

Photo 1 shows the larva feeding on Scrophularia on Beeston Common. 2

. August 1976. The adult is often mistaken for a wasp because of its black and

\yellow banded abdomen, but the larvae are very conspicuous on their figwort

tfood plant where it grows beside water.

10 mm
IZaraea fasciata L.

very attractive insect with bicoloured body and wings. Males are very rare,

females more often found where snowberry grows wild.

'vans. Norfolk Norwich Nat. Soc.
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Nematus myosotidis Fab.

A member of a difficult genus of smallish British sawflies containing forty

species which require examination of genitalia etc for positive identification.

Poplar Sawfly Trichiocampus viminalis Fla.

Photo 2. Eggs are laid in the leaf stalk, the larvae on hatching proceed onto

the leaf blade and arrange themselves side by side to form a black dotted

yellowish-green patch. On the second instar the colour changes to orange,

they will separate when larger. Their conspicuous colour is a protective

warning to predators. They spin coccons in the bark of the tree to pass the

winter.

Rose Sawfly Arge ochropus Gmel in L.

Photos 3-4. East Dereham August 1970. One of the rose pests. Photo 3

shows the female laying eggs on rose suckers. Photo 4 shows eggs deposited

down the stem. Often imported as eggs on seedling briar stock from the

continent for budding by nurseries.

Scabious Sawfly Abia sericea L.

Photo 5 illustrates the larva of this fairly common Norfolk species. Males

are more common than females. Often there are double broods in the south.
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Willow Horntail Xiphydria prolonggata Geof
A very rare and local insect. The only horntail with red on its abdomen.
Confined to the S.E. of Norfolk which is the most northerly extent of its

range.

10 mm

Craesus latipes VilL

Photo 6. On birch. The larvae are very conspicuous, gregarious feeders. The

species is double brooded. It is nearly always found attached only by its front

legs with the rest of the body bent over.

Alder Sawfly Monosema pulverata Retz.

Photo 7. A very conspicuous larva, although at first sight not recognisable. It

is covered thickly with a white mealy powder and has the habit of lying on the

upper surface of a leaf coiled in a circle, head touching tail and resembling a

bird dropping.

Slugworm Caliroa annulipes Klug.

Photo 8. Double brooded, the familiar slug type larvae that skeletonize the

leaves of trees they attack. It is sometimes a forest pest.
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Xyelajuli Breb.

Our smallest Homtail, 2.3 - 3mm in length.lt is a common species usually

found on birch catkins near pine plantations where its larvae feed in male

pine cones. It is often overlooked because of its minute size. It possesses a

curious antennae, thread-like beyond the 3^ segment.

Rhogogaster viridis L.

A fairly common species, green in life with very variable black markings. It

is carnivorous, feeding on larval forms of other insects. Like most green
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Table 1 . Distnbution of Norfolk Symphta m Watson-Praeger Vice Counties
27 & 28. Larval food plants. East Anglian larvae and future

possibilities.

SPECIES VC LARVAL FOOD PLANTS

XYLEDIDAE
Xyela julii 28 In the male flowers of Pine.

PAMPHILIIDAE
Neurotoma saltuum 27 communal web on various trees or shrubs

especially Hawthorn.
mantihularis in pairs in rolls of Oak leaves.

Pamphdius sylvarum 27 Oak
betulae Aspen
gyllenhali 28 Sallow

histrio Aspen

latifrons Aspen

balteatus 28 Rose species

hortorum hortorum

28 Raspberry

vafer 27-28 Alder

pallipes 28 Birch

inanitus 28 Rose species

fumipennis 27 Hazel

sylvaticus 27-28 Hawthorn, Plum or Rowan
XIPHYDRIIDAE
Xiphydria prolonga 27 in Willow spp.

camelus 27-28 in Alder or Birch

SIRLICIDAE

Urocerus gigas-gigas 27-28 in various trees, often in imported timber

Sirex noctillo 27 ditto

cyaneus 27-28 ditto

juvencus 27-28 ditto

Xeris spectrum 28 ditto. July 1993 in Thetford (rec. Nick Gibbons)

CEPHIDAE
Hartigia nigra 28 in Raspberry stems

xanthostoma in Meadowsweet stems

linearis 27-28 in Common Agrimony stems

Janus femoratus in a Spindle shaped swelling gall in young

Uvigs of Oak
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luteipes in young shoots of Willow, Poplar or Guelder

Rose

Cephus nigrinus in stems of Meadow Grass on edges of woods

cultratus 27 in stems of Timothy Grass

pygmaeus 27-28 in stems of cereal crops. Wheat, Oats and many

wild grasses

Trachelus tabidus ditto

Calameuta filliformis 27 in stems of Common Reed, Couch Grass or Oat

Grass.

ARGIDAE
Aprosthema melanura 27 Yellow Meadow Vetchling and Tuberous

Vetchling

Arge ochropus 27-28 wild and cultivated Roses. Photos 3-4.

pagana stephensii

27-28 ditto

cyanocrocea Bramble

melanochroa 28 larvae unknown
gracillicornis 27-28 Raspberry

enodis Willow and Sallow

nigripes 28 wild and cultivated Roses

rustica Oak
ciliaris 27 Meadowsweet
ustulata 27-28 Sallow, Birch or Hawthorn

fuscipes forms Sallow or Birch

CIMBICIDAE
Zaraea fasciata 27-28 Lonicera or Snowberry

Abia sericea 27-28 Devil’s Bit Scabious, Field Scabious. Photo 5.

Cimbex femorata 27-28 Birch

luteus 28 Willow or Poplar

annata Alder

Trichiosoma sorbi Alder

vitellinae Willow or Sallow

lucorum 27-28 Birch or Willow or Hawthorn
DIPRIONIDAE
Monoctenusjuniperi Juniper

Diprion pini 28 gregarious on young Pine shoot plants

simile 27 ditto

Gilpina pallida Scots Pine

Virens ditto

hercyniae Spruce
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TENTHREDINIDAE
SELANDRIINAE
Heptamelus ochroleucus bores downwards in stems of ferns

Stromhoceros delicatulus on fronds of Male and Lady Ferns and

Strongylogaster lineata 27-28

Polypody

common on Bracken or Male Fern
xanthoceros 28 Bracken

mixta Lady Fern

macula 27 Bracken or Lady Fern

Aneugmenus padi 27-28 Bracken

Birka cinereipes 28 Water forget-me-not

Brachythopsflavens various sedges

Selandria serva 27-28 various grasses, rushes and sedges

sixii 27-28 ditto

Loderus eversmanni Horsetail

vestigialis 27-28 ditto

Dolerus pratensis 27-28 ditto

germanicus 27-28 ditto

aericeps 27-28 ditto

cothumatus 27-28 ditto

madidus on various rushes

triplicatus 27-28 ditto

anticus common Spike Rush

ferrugatus 27-28 on various rushes

liogaster 27-28 various grasses

punctiocollis 27-28 ditto

gonager 27-28 ditto

haematodes 27 various grasses, sedges or Club Rush

possilensis 27

asper various grasses and sedges

niger 27-28 various grasses and com
aeneus 27-28 various grasses

picipes 27-28 ditto

nigratus 27-28 ditto

hrevitarsus 27-28 ditto

anthracinus 27 ditto

yukonensis 28 Horsetail

HETERARTHRINAE
Heterthrus aceris 27 mines leaves of Sycamore, jumping disc
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Heterthrus nemoratus 27 mines leaves of Birch

BLENNOCAMPINAE
Athalia bicolor 27 Buttercup possibly ?

glabricollis 27-28 Garlic and Treacle Mustard or Wild Raddish

Scutellariae 27-28 Scull Cap, prefers the flowers

rosae 27-28 a pest of Turnips, Charlock, Hedge Mustard

lugens 28 larvae unknown

cordata 27-28 Bugle, Snapdragon or Plantain spp.

lineolata 28 larvae unknown

liberata 27-28 larvae unknown

Harpiphorus lepidus on upper surface of Oak leaves

Monostegea abdominalis 27 Yellow Loose Strife, Creeping Jenny, Bog

Pimpernel

Monosoma pulverata 27-28 Alder, green larva in a circle covered in a white

mealy powder. Photo 7

Empria immersa 27-28 Osier, White Willow or Common Sallow

candidata Birch

baltica 28 Meadowsweet

klugii 28 Water Avens

excisa 27-28 larvae unknown

liturata 27 Wild Strawberry or Herb Bennet

tridens Herb Bennet or Raspberry

alector Meadowsweet

Ametastegia equiseti 27-28 Fat Hen, Perscaria, Sheep’s Sorrel, Purple

Loosestrife

Ametastegia albipes Aspen

glabrata 27-28 Fat Hen, Dock. Persicaria, Plantain or boring

into Apple fruit in autumn

perla 27-28 skeletonising underside of leaves of Poplar or

Osier

pallipes 28 a pest of cultivated forms of Viola spp.

Protemphytes tener 28 Dock spp.

carpini Herb Robert and other Geranium spp.

Taxonus agrorum 27-28 Raspberry

Allantus calceatus 27-28 Great Burnet or Lady’s Mantle

rufocinctus Bramble or Rose spp

truncatus Great Burnet or Tonnentil

cinctus 27-28 various Rose and Strawberry spp.

cingulatus 28 ditto
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: _arva of sawfly Tenthredo scrophulariae.

Beeston Common 2.8.1976.

(Ken Durrant)

14-

Poplar Sawfly larva Trichiocampus

viminalis. (Ken Durrant)

Rose Sawfly. Arge ochropus egg

laying. Dereham Aug. 1970.

(Ken Durrant)

Showing cuts in stems of sucker with

egg implants. Arge ochropus.

(Ken Durrant)



Larvae of sawfly Craesus latipes on

Birch. (Ken Durrant)

Abia sericea - larva. Thelnetham Fen.

(Mike Hall)

Larva of sawfly on alder Monosoma
pulverata. (Colin Dack)

Caliroa annulipes - Oak Sawfly larvae

in Bacton Wood Oct. 1 976.

(Ken Durrant)
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Apethymus braccatus 28 Oak
abdominalis 27-28 ditto

Endelomyia aethiops

Caliroa cerasi

27-28

27

skeletonizing Rose leaves. Rose slug worm pest

skeletonizing Pear or Cherry leaves. Slug pest
annulipes 27 Oak, Lime, Birch, Willow slug wonn. Photo 8.

varipes 28 Poplar, Willow, Birch or Oak
cixia Oak

Tomostethus nigritus 27-28 Ash
Eutomostethus ephippium 27-28 various grasses

luteiventris 27-28 bores into the sterile shoots of Soft Rush,

finally emerging to feed externally

punctatus Tussock Sedge

gagathinus 27 larvae unknown
Stethomostusfulginosus 27-28 Celery Leaved Crowfoot
Phymatocera aterrima 27 Soloman Seal pest

Rhadinoceraea micans 27 Iris spp

Dicrostema gracilicornis Moschatel (Town Hall Clock)

Monophadnus pallescens 28 Meadow and Creeping Buttercup

Periclista albida 27 Pedunculate and Sessile Oak
lineolata 28 ditto

pubescens 28 ditto

Ardis sulcata 28 in leaf petioles and twigs of Rose spp.

brunniventris bores into the stems of Roses especially

ramblers

Pareophora pruni Blackthorn (Sloe)

Blennocampa pusilla 27-28 larva in longitudinal rolled leaves of Roses. A
serious rose pest

Halidamia affmis Cleavers and Hedge Bedstraw.

Monophadnoidesgeniculata 27 Bramble, Herb Bennet or Meadows\\eet

ruficruris 27-28 larvae unknown

alternipes Raspberry

confusa Wild Strawberry
, a pest of cultivated forms

Claremontia tenuicornis 28 Meadowsweet

puncticeps 28 Salad Burnet

Halidamia affmis 27-28 Goosegrass. Hedge Bedstraw

Parna tenella 27-28 mines the leaves of broad and small leaved

Lime

Metallus albipes mines the leaves of wild and cultivated

Raspberry

pumilis ditto
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Metallus gei mines leaves of Herb Bennet; cultivated Geum
Scolioneur betuleti 28 mines leaves of Birch

Messa glaucopsis mines leaves of Aspen and White Poplar

hortulans mines leaves of Black Poplar

Profenusa pygmaea mines the upper superficial layers of Oak leaves

Fenusa ulmi 28 mines the leaves ofElm
dohrnii 28 mines the leaves of Alder

pusilla mines the leaves ofDowny Birch

Fenella nigrita

TENTHREDININAE

mines the leaves of Agrimony and Creeping

Cinquefoil

Eriocampa ovata 27-28 Alder

Perineura rubi 28 larvae unknown

Aglaostigma aucupariae 27 Hedge and Northern Bedstraw

fulvipes 27-28 Hedge and Lady’s Bedstraw

Tenthredopsis litterata 27-28 Cocksfoot Grass

coquebertii 27-28 Tufted and Wavy Hair Grass

friesei 27-28 various grasses

nassata 27-28 Tufted, Wavy Hair Grass and Cocksfoot

excisa 27-28 larvae unknown
Rhogogaster genistae 28 Broom and Dyer’s Greenwood

picta 27 Broom
punctulata 27-28 Alder, Birch, Hazel, Ash, Willow, Sloe or

Rowan
dryas Aspen

viridis 27-28 Alder

chlorosoma 28 Alder, Poplar, Willow, Rowan, Meadowsweet

Tenthredo mantibularis 28 Coltsfoot and Butterbur

livida 27-28 Bracken and Willowherb

ferruginea 27-28 Bracken, Meadowsweet. Alder or Willow

balteata 27 Perforate St Johns Wort

colon 27 Gt. Hairy Willowherb, Fuchsia. Bracken, or

Willow

fagi Rowan or Hazel

mesomelas 27-28 Great Burdock or Persicaria

maculata 27-28 larvae unknown
scrophulariae 28 Figwort ssp. Dark Mullein

vespa 27 Guelder Rose. Ash. Privet. Honeysuckle

marginella Maijoram. Mint spp., Gypsy Wort
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arcuata 27-28 White Clover

perkinsi ditto

celtica 27-28

mandibularis 28 Butterbur

moniliata 27-2

atra 27-28 Rape
omissa 27-28

schaejferi 27

Pachyprotasis antennata 28 Meadowsweet and Ash
rapae 27-28 Betony, Figwort, Golden Rod or Ash
simulans Figwort. Golden Rod, Ragwort
variegata Potato leaves

Macrophya punctum-album 28 Ash, Privet

montana 27-28 Raspberry

ribis 27-28 Elder

albicincta 27-28 Elder, Common Valerian

duodecim-punctata

27-2 various grasses or Bladder Sedge
annulata 27-28 Creeping Cinquefoil

blanda 27-28

NEMATINAE
Cladius pectinicomis 27-28 a pest of wild and cultivated Roses.

difformis 27-28

Strawberries or Great Burnet

a pest of wild and cultivated Roses.

Priophorus brullei 27-28

Meadowsweet or Marsh Cinquefoil

Bramble. Raspberry, Rowan
pallipes 27-28 Hawthorn and many other shrubs

pilicornis 27-28 Hawthorn

ulmi Elm

laevifrons 27 ditto

Trichiocampus viminalis 28 gregariously on Poplar and Willow. Photo 2.

Hoplocampa testudinea 27-28 a pest of Apples boring into newly formed fruit

brevis 28 a pest of pears boring into newly formed fruit

crateagi 27 feeds in Hawthorn berries

alpina feeds in Rowan berries

ariae feeds in Whitebeam berries

pectoralis 28 feeds in Hawthorn berries

flava feeds in wild and cultivated Plums, a serious

chrysorrhoea

pest

feeds in Sloe berries
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Hoplocampa fulvicornis feeds in Sloe berries

Hemichroa australis 27-28 Alder and Birch

crocea 27-28

Anoplonvx distructor Larch, a pest of plantations

Platycampus luridiventris 27-28 Alder

Dineura viridorsata 27-28 Birch

Stdata 28 Hawthorn

testaceipes Rowan
Mesoneura opaca 27 Oak

Stauronematus compressicornis

27-28 Poplar leaves, larva surrounds itself with a

palisade of dried saliva posts. Large numbers

on Poplars on the Castle mound Norwich July

1950

Pristiphora monogynia Sloe

maesta 28 gregarious on Apple

geniculata in colonies on Rowan

fulvipes 27 Willow

brevis Meadow Rue

aquilegiae Aquilegia in gardens

melanocarpa 28 Birch

coniceps Sallow

armata 28 Hawthorn

confusa 28 Willow

carinata 27-28 a pest of Red Currants and Gooseberries

lands 28 Larch

biscalis 28 Sloe

punctifrons Rose spp.

cincta 28 Birch and Bilberry

pallidiventris 28 Bramble, Cinquefoil or Herb Robert

subbifida Sycamore and Maple

conjugata Poplar

testacea Birch

alpestris ditto

erichsonii 28 Larch, a pest of plantation

saxesenii 28 Spruce

wesmaeli Larch

glauca ditto

abietina 28 Spruce
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Pristiphora compressa Spruce
Sharliphora nigella Spruce

amphibola ditto

Amauronematus amplus Birch

miltonotus Osier

viduatus various Willows and Sallows
leucolenus various Willows
fallax various Willows ansd Sallows
amentorum 28 in catkins of Willows and Sallows
puniceus Aspen
hed,stroemi Willows and sallows

vittatus 28 Willow

fasciatus 28 Sallow

humeralis

mundus 28

ditto

Nematinus fuscipennis Alder

willigkiae ditto

luteus 27-28 ditto

acuminatus 27-28

Euura atra 28 in stem galls of Willow and Sallow

amerinae in an irregular walnut-like gall in t^\ig of bay

Willow or Poplar

mucronata 27-28 in galls of buds and petioles of Willow s and

sallows

testaceipes 28 in gall in midrib of leaves of Willows

venusta 28 in gall at base of leaf petiole on Willows and

sallows

Phyllocolpa leucaspis 28 in leaf edge rolls on Sallow

piUsera in leaf edge rolls on Osier

puella in leaf edge rolls of Willow

leucosticta in leaf edge rolls of Willows and Sallow s

Pontania purpurae a twisted and folded leaf edge on Purple

Willow

bridgmanii 27-28 in a coffee-bean shaped smooth gall protruding

more above than below the leaf on Sallow s

proxima 27 in a coffee-bean shaped ridged gall protruding

equally abo\ e and below the leaf, pink and

yellow, on Crack and White Willow
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triandrae 27-28 in a smooth gall similar to above but on

Almond leaved Willow

'a pedunculi 27-28 in a pea-shaped densely pubescent gall. 7mm
diameter on underside of leaf of Sallow

viminalis 27-28 in an oval or pea-shaped gall, reddish yellow

and covered in warts on mid-vein on underside

of leaf of Osier, Purple or Crack Willow

septentrionalis 27-28 gregarious on various trees especially Alder,

Poplar, Birch

latipes 27 gregarious on Birch. Photo 6.

alniastri 28 Alder

lucidus 28 socially on hawthorn or Sloe

salicis 27-28 socially black larvae with yellow legs on Crack

or White Willow

melanocephalus Willows, Birch or Hazel

umbratus Birch, Hazel or Alder

olfaciens 27-28 Black and Red Currant leaves

ribesii 27-28 Black & Red Currant and Gooseberry pest

leucotrochus 28 Gooseberry

pavidus 27-28 Willows, Poplar or Alder

myosotidis 27-28 Sainfoin or various Clovers

bipartitus 28 in underside of rolled Osier leaves

flavescens Sallow or Osier underside of leaves

fagi 28 leaf edge feeder on beech

capreae gregarious on Willow or Poplar

cadderensis 27 Birch

ferrugineus Grey Willow

nigricornis Poplar and Willow

longispinus common on Goat’s-beard in gardens

tibialis False Acacia in gardens

incompletus 27-28

poecilonotus 27 gregarious on Birch

melanaspis 28 gregarious on Poplar, Willow and Birch

bergmanni 27-28 many brooded on Willow

viridis 27-28 Birch

viridissimus 28 Alder

brevivalis 27-28 Birch

oligospilus 27 Willows
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Pikonema imperfectus Larch

montanus Spruce, a pest of plantations

scutellatus ditto

Pachynematus obductus 28 various grasses

vagus 28 Willows and various sedges

albipennis 27 on the underside of rolled leaves of Persicaria

rumicus 28 Dock and Sorrel

lichtwardi 28 various grasses

extensicornis 28 on Com and various grasses

kiryi 28 sedges

trisignatus 28 various grasses

xanthocarpus 27
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WILDLIFE 2000

FRESH AND BRACKISH WATER SNAILS OF NORFOLK

Roy Baker & Derek Hewlett

The Ted Ellis Trust; Wheatfen Broad, NR14 7AL

Introduction

In our paper describing the freshwater bivalve molluscs of Norfolk we gave a

broad picture of the range of waters to be found in Norfolk. In this paper we

have turned our attention to the changing countryside and its affects on the

snails living in its fresh and brackish waters. These fresh and brackish waters

differ more amongst themselves than their marine counterparts and this often

results in wide variations in structure and biology within species. Victorian

conchologists identified many varieties within species but modem practice is

to ignore these differences. For the unwary or inexperienced identification can

become a problem if these variations are unappreciated.

Dyking

The introduction of modem machinery has had a major influence on the

survival of snails in the mosaic of dykes and ditches across Norfolk. Today

the traditional techniques of meags, cromes, shore knives and dydles are

rarely practised other than to show visitors the old ways. Dykes are now dug

out by machinery in an efficient way which removes the vegetation and gives

sharp profiles to the margins. This has changed the nature of the fens and

marshes throughout the county and this has seen a critical reduction in the

numbers and distribution of fresh and brackish water snails. English Nature

at its Ludham Marshes NNR has shown how, with little loss of water flow, a

drainage system of interconnected dykes can be cleared without the loss of

the flora and fauna. In one prescription two metre sections of the dyke margin

at 25m intervals are retained on alternate sides. Within a few months the

existing molluscan populations will re-established themselves. In a second

prescription two thirds of the dyke and the profile on one bank are restored.

This leaves one bank margin partly untouched but with the depth of the dyke

retained. Within six weeks re-colonization by snails occurs and after two

months the habitat fauna will be effectively stabilised. Since there are a
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number of snail species which thrive in degenerated dykes English Nature m
an experimental study left one dyke to silt up and dug out a new, parallel one
along one bank. On the newly created edge reed grew to form a fringing

margin behind which cattle continued to feed on the old overgrown dyke. This
prescription offers an excellent compromise between dyke management needs

and the provision of diverse invertebrate habitats. At Ludham an additional

benefit was to create a habitat for snipe - up to six being seen in the poached
margins along a 100m length.

Land Drainage

The drainage of many marshland areas for cereal crops and the use of

chemical fertilisers changed the landscape adversely for many invertebrates.

Eutrophication became common in many marsh dykes and and this combined

with modem dyking methods destroyed many habitats for snails. The loss of

marginal and transitional habitats has seriously affected many freshwater

species which are adapted to fill such niches.

Dredging

In a study for the Broads Authority of the effects of dredging in the 500+m of

Rockland Boat Dyke where the silts were removed, we have noted that

within a year both bivalve and gastropods have re-established themselves in

the dyke. The monitoring is continuing but we are of the opinion that the long

term effects will be minimal. In the rivers, broads and connecting dykes

freshwater snails have a high dispersal ability. Dispersal is mostly passive

1 but the tidal nature of Broadland rivers facilitates movement both up and

I down river. In the controlled Fenland waterways movement is usually

I unidirectional.

' Water Quality

lln the 1960s, following quickly on the introduction of modem household

detergents and their diffusion through sewage effluents into the rivers, lethal

. effects on aquatic plants began to be noticed, while, through consequent

^ enrichment by phosphates and nitrates, the growth of algae and cyanobacteria

I increased dramatically. There followed a rapid decline in the invertebrate

V communities in the rivers, broads and dykes across the county . This was

i especially tme for many snail communities in Norfolk
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In the last decade of the 20th C. many of these critical effects have been

reversed as water quality has been improved through modernised treatment

plants, changing agricultural practices and greater awareness of the

environment.

Freshwater snails extract 80% of their shell calcium from the water and the

remainder from their food. The calcium rich rivers of Norfolk benefit this

uptake. Chalk is never far from the surface in Norfolk. However, both

diversity and abundance of gastropods are reduced in acidic waters. In

contrast to the mollusc rich dykes of the Ludham grazing marshes the

adjacent dykes at Potter Heigham are extremely acidic with pH levels

between 3.1 and 4.9. In these acidic dykes snails are either absent or exist

only as stunted specimens, mainly of Lymnaea peregra and Planorbis

planorbis.

Coypu

By the early 1950s the activities of coypu helped to change the molluscan

communities of the Broads. They devoured aquatic and marginal vegetation

and greatly reduced the plant life which formed the niches of many
gastropods. By the early 1960s these animals were counted in their hundreds

of thousands and their recent elimination from the Norfolk fauna has proved

beneficial for mollusca.

Fresh and Brackish Water Gastropods

The River Nerite Theodoxus fluviatilis (L.) is the only British representative

of the Neritacea whose members display a combination of primitive and

advanced characters. The primary habitat of Theodoxus fluviatilis is in

rivers, usually under stones or wood. Some of the best Norfolk sites are

found below water mills under stones, e g. Hellesdon, Bawburgh. However,

in the sluggish Norfolk rivers it can be found on reed stems and the shells of

larger gastropods. In some sites such as Ormesby Broad it lives in the sandy

gravels in the shallower wave margins. It shuns light and feeding occurs at

night when the animal leaves its resting shelter.

Breeding occurs in early summer when 70+ eggs are laid within a capsule

attached to a solid object - stone, wood, snail shell. Only one egg develops
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since the newly hatched snail eats the other eggs as food during the erawling

phase. The shell pattern is variable and has been shown by Neumann (1959)
to depend on the ratio of calcium to magnesium ions in the water.

The distribution of Theodoxus fluviatilis is correlated with hardness and it is

usually limited to waters with a calcium content of between 20-30mg/l ' or

more. It is relatively tolerant of salinity and is found in the tidal reaches of the

River Waveney as far down as Herringfleet where chloride levels range

between 240-420mg/l Cf’ and in the River Chet at 460mg/l ClV
Unconfirmed reports of the snail in Breydon Water are possible since it is

known to live amongst seaweeds in brackish waters.

The current distribution includes the Rivers Yare, Bure, Wensum. Waveney,

Wissey, Chet, Great Ouse and the freshwater sections of the Thume near

Somerton Staithe. It is widely distributed in the Broads - Wroxham, Hoveton

Great Broad, Upton, Ormesby, Filby, Martham, and Decoy. It appears to

have been affected by the pollution of the 1950s- 1980s in the Yare valley and

is no longer recorded from Wheatfen Broad. Fossil shells occur in core

samples taken from both Wheatfen and Rockland Broads. At the turn of the

century it was recorded from the brackish waters of Hickling Broad,

Heigham Sound and Horsey Mere. Ted Ellis recorded it in Horsey Mere in

1931. The changing water quality of these broads in the 1950s- 1980s has

resulted in its loss but with the improved water quality of recent years it may

recolonize these northern broads.

The two British species of the family Viviparidae are amongst the largest of

I the European freshwater prosobranchs. Both species live in hard waters with

‘ slight to moderate currents. As their names implies these two species are

’ viviparous. The young are retained in the pallial oviduct until they are small

: snails.

The Common River Snail Viviparus viviparus (L.) is a calciphile, restricted

1 to large, deep bodies of still or slow'ly moving waters of lowland rivers. It is

i a detritus and suspension feeder favouring muddy bottoms in which it lies for

I long periods with the mouth uppermost. The radula is used to rasp off food.

I It prefers basic waters with pH levels from 6. 8 -8. 6 and it can withstand
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slightly saline conditions to 37oo. The thick shell is not glossy and the i

sutures are not deep. The apex is blunt and the umbilicus is scarcely visible.

It lives to six and occasionally eleven years. Females are reported to live six
i

months longer than males. Rockland Broad holds some large specimens I

>50mm height. Most authors show height ranges between 30-40mm.

In Norfolk it is found in the rivers Yare below Norwich, Chet, Wensum at I

Hellesdon, Bure below Coltishall, Ant, Great Ouse to Denver Sluice where it i

is abundant. Little Ouse at Weeting and Brandon Creek, Waveney below

Beccles to Oulton Dyke. In the Fens it has colonized since the mid-sixties the

newly constructed Flood Relief and Cut-off Channels.

The snail suffered from the river pollution levels in the second half of the

20th century, and it has shown only recent recovery in the southern broads at

Rockland and Wheatfen. It is a common snail of Wroxham Broad (pH 8.16,

conductivity 650ps), Barton Broad, Sutton Broad, Bridge Broad (pH 7.59,

conductivity 678ps). The Common River Snail is of interest in that it can

float and can be carried by the tidal waters into new Broadland sites.

Viviparus contectus (Millet), Lister’s River Snail, favours similar habitats to

Viviparus viviparus - large bodies of well-oxygenated hard water over muddy

substrates. It prefers still waters and can tolerate slightly saline conditions. It

can live to seven years and in some instances ten years. The shell is glossy

and comparatively thin with deep sutures. In Norfolk the brown spiral bands

are variable. The operculum is oval.

This species was virtually eliminated from many rivers and broads by the

pollution levels of the last three-four decades. Improved water quality has

seen it increase both in densities and distribution. Currently it can be

collected from the rivers Yare below Norwich, the upper reaches of the Ant

and Bure, the mid-Waveney and Little Ouse. It has been recorded in both

Strumpshaw and Buckenham Fens (Hewlett 1998-99) and in ditches-dykes in

broadland (Driscoll 1972). It is known from the freshwater tidal waters of

Rockland and Wheatfen Broads and from the non-tidal Upton, Hoveton

Great, and Barton Broads.
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The family Valvatidae includes the rare

: species Valvata macrostoma Morch which

1 is currently threatened in its few Norfolk

habitats. It is a calcicole of drainage ditches

1 in marshland and river flood plains. It likes

; still or slow moving waters in well

-oxygenated places. Fossil shells are

. abundant in core samples taken from

Rockland Broad which indicates that the

> species was once far from rare in Norfolk.

The shell has 3-4 tumid whorls of which the

i last one is expanded and the spire is only

j slightly raised. The sutures are deep and the

' umbilicus is broadly open.

Current records are from the Blickling Estate, Woodbastwick Fen, Holkham

Park, Old Buckenham, Buckenham and Hassingham Broads, River Yare;

"Salter’s Lode, Surlingham Broad, Strumpshaw Fen, Upton Marshes,

(Ormesby Broad, Hoveton Little Broad, Wheatfen Broad, Rockland Broad,

I River Wissey at Stoke Ferry, Little Ouse at Hockwell cum Wilton and in a

c ditch near the River Glaven.

The Flat Valve Snail Valvata cristata

’Muller likes well oxygenated slow

flowing or still waters. It favours

r richly vegetated places amongst

V emergent plants in the shallow edges

of ponds, dykes and lakes. In the

igrazing marshes at Ludham NNR it

t tends to live in shallower water close

tto the bank and has been collected in

large numbers on the cattle trampled

tedge of one dyke in the system. There

rare five whorls coiled in a disc like

t fashion, the sutures are deep and the

lumbilicus is very wide.

2mm
I
— •

Buckenham, R. Yare valley
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At Ludham it is found in slightly base-rich nutrient waters with homwort, i

starwort and Canadian pondweed in dykes closest to the main drains which j

take enriched water from the higher ground.

It is widely distributed in Norfolk being common throughout Broadland in

broads, dykes, ditches and rivers. In central Norfolk it is known from the I

River Nar and in the Fens from the Rivers Wissey & Great Ouse and the i

Cut-off Channel.

In Breckland it is found in the fluctuating aquifer fed Fowlmere and in the *:

man-made lakes of Thompson Water, Standford Water and West Tofts Mere, i

The latter mere is a damned lakelet mainly fed by powerful chalk springs and ;

true meres upstream. It has abundant Valvata cristata (1998). Watson 1974

analysed the water of this mere in 1972 and found that apart from calcium ;

levels it has a low nutrient status. Our pH measurements in November 1998 '

showed neutral levels of 7.08 as opposed to those ofWatson of 8.2.

Nutrient status in August 1972 (Watson 1974)

pH N P Fe Mn Ca Mg K Na
8.2 0.46 0 0.05 0.01 59 0.98 1.3 9

It may occur in brackish waters with salinity levels below 2%o and whilst I

tolerant to slightly acidic is normally found in basic waters

Most snails die in their second winter (Heywood 1961) so drastic dredging t

programmes can reduce this species to very low levels in marshland dykes.

The Common Valve Snail Valvata piscinalis (Muller) is a species which can .

be found over much of Norfolk in large bodies of both still and slowly <

flowing water. It shows a preference for sites with muddy or silty substrates. )

It has a wide tolerance of water hardness and can be collected in both soft i

and hard waters. It is often abundant in eutrophic ditches, streams and rivers :

with gentle flow. It can tolerate salinities to 2%o and so lives in slightly
!

brackish waters in Norfolk. In Norway it prefers habitats with a rich growth i

of macrovegetation and high pH levels.
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The shell has 5-6 rapidly inereasing whorls which are rounded and have

conspicuous suture lines. The shells of Valvata piscinalis are very variable,

juvenile specimens are often confused with those of Valvata macrostoma.

The distribution of the species of Hydrobiidae has been linked to their

tolerances of varying salinity levels, but recently Chemll and James (1985)

have observed that for Hydrobia ulvae (Pennant), Laver Spire Shell, open,

tidal habitats are more important than salinity in determining Norfolk

distributions. This species possesses a planktonic veliger larval phase which

allows for greater dispersal with tidal fluctuations. It is known from Breydon

Water and the River Yare to Reedham. Buxton (1939) collected specimens

from Horsey Mill. The Spire Snail Hydrobia ventrosa (Montagu) is the least

tolerant species of the genus since it can withstand moderate levels of

between 2-257oo NaCl. It is a species of estuaries, pools and drainage ditches

to the landward side of sea defences. Since 1909 it has been known from

Breydon Water and in 1971 Dick Hamond collected it from Haddiscoe Cut.

The species is recorded from coastal sites from the Wash to Cley. Hydrobia

neglecta (Muus) is found in lagoons and marsh drains with higher salinifr

levels between 10-33%o NaCl. Jenkin’s Spire Snail Potamopyrgus

antipodarum (Gray) is able to live in fresh and in brackish waters with

salinity levels between l-17'^/oo NaCl. This is a snail of flowing water and in

Norfolk is often associated with dykes. It has a parthenogentic mode of

reproduction which favours its dispersal. It was first described in 1889 from

the Thames but there were earlier records from the Kent coast since 1859 and

from Lough Neagh in 1837. All these were brackish and it was not until 1893

that it was found in Dudley in freshwater from whence it seems to have

exploded throughout Britain. Arthur Mavfreld first recorded it from Breydon

ditches in 1909 and all subsequent discoveries showed it to be around the

same area. It was not until 1933 that Ted Ellis collected the snail from the

freshwaters of the Upper Bure at Belaugh and Coltishall. Today it is to be

found throughout the countv’ in all forms and types of fresh and brackish

water habitats.

Marstoniopsis scholtzi (Schmidt), Taylor s Spire Snail, is an extremely rare

species in the U.K. It was discovered as fresh dead shells by Preece and
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Wilmot (1979) in the Great Ouse at Hilgay. It is said to feed on rotting leaves
|j

and diatoms. It is thought to have been introduced accidently from Northern
j

Europe where it is widespread.
|

I

The Swollen Spire Shell Mercuria confusa (Frauenfeld) is a small l|

prosobranch snail that lives on soft mud banks at the upper limits of saline i

influence in a few estuaries and creeks in south-eastern and eastern England.

It inhabits fresh or slightly brackish waters between the tide marks. It prefers

quiet conditions and avoids strong currents. Judging from the rarity of the

snail it is very sensitive to environmental changes.

Mercuria confusa (Red Data Book 1) is known from only four sites in I

Britain. Three of these sites are in East Anglia and the fourth on the River tj

Arun in Sussex. Nationally this is an extremely rare mollusc, although where i|

it does occur the densities can be very high. One of the richest populations of \

this species is on certain stretches of the lower River Arun where it is tl

abundant, occurring in densities of 15,000 per m^ (Abraham & Willing, i

1997). Two of its major sites are on the Rivers Waveney, including Oulton i

Broad, and the middle-reaches of the River Yare. It was reported from i

Thomham on the north Norfolk coast by D.S . Davis in 1960. Ted Ellis (1949) I

collected specimens from the River Yare at Cantley and from the River Chet.

During 1997 specimens were collected from Rockland Broad and Wheatfen I

Broad. The two sites are new records and since both Ted Ellis and Arthur i

Ellis surveyed these waters extensively in the late 1930's to early 1940's we i

speculate that they are recent invaders. The snail is known to frequent areas !

of open mud which are subjected to tidal fluctuations and/or flooding. The i

preferred broadland habitat is one dominated by reed sweet-grass. In the i

1940s the Yare river valley was dominated by Glyceria maxima (Hartm.)

Holmberg which subsequently has been in serious decline since the surveys of

Joyce Lambert in the late 1940's (Lambert 1946:1947).

The species is restricted to the mid-Yare and Waveney rivers and their linked

broads and dykes. There is evidence since the early 1990's that the snail is :

increasing its range in the Yare valley as water quality improves. To illustrate i

this observation at the junction of Rockland Short Dyke and the river a small
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area of ungrazed reed sweet-grass subjeet to tidal fluetuations and flooding.

Mercuha confusa, Potamopyrgus antipodarum, Lymnaea truncatula,

Succinea putris, Cochlicopa luhrica. Vertigo moidinsiana, Vallonia

pulchella, Vallonia costata, Vallonia excentrica, Zonitoides nitidus. Discus
rotundatus and Vitrea crystallina are present (1998). A earlier sample taken

from this site in 1997 revealed no sign ofMercuria confusa.

The southern and eastern margins of the Rockland Broad are ver> wet and

muddy areas. Dunng normal high tides they are not washed over with water,

although one or two lows do form shallow pools as the water permeates

through the peat. These areas have a small number of resident plants;

Phragmites is the dominant one, but Glyceria, Typha, various Carex species

ant/ Ins pseudacorus still remain either interspersed or in the form of small

patches. Emerging from these are many sallow' bushes and willow trees.

Mercuria confusa occurs in a number of sites here. Howlett (1997)

concluded that the key to this species survival at Rockland Broad is reed

sweet-grass growing in relatively open situations. One possible explanation

for this is the nature of the die-back each winter. The dead leaves collapse to

the ground forming a soggy mat over the surface of the mud. This provides a

very wet and sheltered environment beneath which the snails can survive.

When common reed and sedges die-back they remain standing and this results

in a more open and exposed habitat on the mud surface. Currently there is a

serious decline in the status of reed sweet-grass both in Rockland Broad and

the mid-Yare valley.

In the Fen Channel linking Rockland and Wheatfen Broads there is a common

reed fringe with small area of ungrazed reed sweet-grass subject to regular

flooding by tides. Quadrat samples were taken in the Glyceria by removing

litter and the mud surface and washing through a sieve after floating off

vegetation. Densities of over 400m" were noted. In the adacent Glyceria beds

of shallow, tidal Parish Water densities of 500m" were noted. Mercuria

confusa was recorded mainly on mud surfaces but also on litter. In a sample

of reed sweet-grass growing in the same site only a single specimen was

noted on the leaves. However, this was a very low tide and further

obseiwations will be necessary to observe whether or not the snail climbs the

leaves during spring flood tides. Snails kept overnight in a water filled petri
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dish lived happily under water. Some were noted moving on the undersurface j

of the water. Jeffreys (1904) observed that, "its habits are rather active, creep

-ing and floating with tolerable rapidity."

In Wheatfen Broad the snail is widely distributed in the system of dykes and i

pools bordered by reed sweet-grass .The Swollen Spire Shell is present in low i

densities in the flood plain of Surlingham Marshes. Reed sweet-grass is in

sharp decline on this site.

In 1940 the grazing marshes at Hardley on the River Chet were flooded and i

attempts to repair the banks failed. These marshes became reed dominated j

{Phragmites australis, Glyceria maxima, Typha latifolia) and today they

form an extensive spillway with shallow lagoons. The tidal range of the Chet

is such that water flows into and ebbs out of the now named Hardley Flood

(SSSI). The bank separating Hardley Flood and the River Chet is low lying,

narrow and reed dominated. At spring tides it is often under water. Chloride

levels measured on the top of the tide show that near the River Yare levels of

2170mg/l Cl' occur whilst near the Hardley Flood the levels drop to 220 and i

460mg/l Cl'. In the saline waters fresh, brackish and marine diatoms are i

recorded. Mercuria confusa is confined to the tidally influenced reed margins i

of the ffeshwaters of Hardley Flood. The numbers are small. The first and i

only record from the River Chet at Hardley in 1949 was by E.A.Ellis.

The River Waveney is characterised by the presence of fringing reed and/or )

reedmace. There is little evidence of sallow invasions of the river margins. On !

the Suffolk side the l-2m wide marginal reed stands along the River Waveney >

are often replaced in the ronds in front of the low flood banks by reed >

sweet-grass and occasional reed canary-grass. These ronds are often >

20-30+m wide between the river and the flood banks. On Flixton, Blundeston ^

and Somerleyton marshes cattle have access to the ronds. There is heavy '

grazing of the reed grass to 20cm. The ground is trampled and full of deep j

water filled holes left by the cattle. The ronds are regularly subjected to

flooding to depths of 10-30cms. On the Norfolk bank reed and reedmace beds >

are more extensive and it is only between Burgh St Peter and the mouth of

Oulton Dyke that Glyceria beds occur in any quantity. These are cattle I
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I

i

I

1

grazed. Elsewhere to Haddiseoe the marginal reed extends to the river or
railway banks.

In terms of management the Glyceha beds are maintained by cattle grazing.
However, the overgrazing and trampling of the rond vegetation does
adversely effect the presence ofMercuria confusa. It is a question of balance
between lunitmg the invasive Phragmites and the over exploitation of the
Glyceha beds as cattle feed. The evidence from this survey indicates that
Mercuria confusa is generally absent or in low densities m beds of common
reed, is present in grazed but is abundant in ungrazed reed sweet-grass beds.
Cattle trampling is detrimental to the success of this snail in these sensitive

rond areas. Cattle grazing occurs mainly on Suffolk side, whilst on Norfolk
side both cattle and sheep are often grazed.

3

Oldham (1922) discovered it at several sites along the River Waveney as far

up nver as Barsham. E.A.Ellis (1949) noted it from Bcccles to St Olaves and
currently Killeen (1992) observes that live specimens can still be found along

i| : the same stretch of the river.

I

The Swollen Spire Shell is able to withstand brackish conditions in this tidal

I river. At Haddiseoe Marsh there is a small area (3m strip parallel to river) of

part-grazed Glyceha enclosed by thick beds of common reed. It is flooded by
high tides with salinity levels of 1440mg/l Cl' whilst at Burgh Marsh grazed

Glyceha with reed fringe to river have levels of 230mg/l Cl'.

I Keith Clarke kindly examined faecal pellets from Wheatfen which he noted

'were 100pm-270pm long and 20pm- 100pm in diameter. They were mostly

c opaque and were tapered at one or both ends (Type A). A few translucent

V ones were noticed which had rounded ends rather than tapered ones (Type B).

The pellets of Type A contained an amorphous mass which was coloured a

i bright yellow-green. On one occasion a single diatom was found {Amphora

( ovalis). These data indicate that Mercuha confusa feeds not on the marsh

> surface but on the stems of Glyceha where the lush nature of the plant is

s suited to this mode of feeding. The pellets of Type B contained many

c diatoms. They also contained grass pollen, spores of dematiaceous

r hyphomycetes and pieces of the alga Thbonema tenerhmum with live cells.
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Several motile diatoms of the genus Diploneis were observed as well as i

motile Nitzschia palea, Achnathes minutissima and dead frustules of i

Pinnularia stomatophora. In contrast to Type A, these data indicate that the i

snails had been feeding on the mud surface.

In Norfolk the two calciphile species of Bithyniidae are both common and i

widely distributed. The larger of the two species Bithynia tentaculata (L.),

Common Bithynia, is found in nearly all kinds of fresh waters except the i|

smallest pools. It is a common species of Norfolk’s slow flowing, well t

oxygenated rivers where there are high levels of suspended matter. It favours ,

muddy bottoms with dense growths of aquatic plants. In winter when the i

plants die back, the snails burrow amongst the roots and into the mud where

they may spend up to five months of the year buried. The ovoid-conical shape i

with a tall, pointed spire contains 5-6 whorls. The latter are moderately
(

swollen and give an impression of a straight line. The shell can attain a height i

of 17mm but sizes of 10 x 6mm are common. In 1974 Rob Driscoll collected i

some shells from Ludham Marshes NNR which possessed characteristic i|

white bands on the body whorl. A survey of these marshes by the authors in i

1996-97 noted that this white banded form is restricted to only a small j

number of dykes in the system.

The closely related species Bithynia leechii (Sheppard), Leech’s Bithynia, is

similar in shape to Bithynia tentaculata but is smaller and glossier. The spire

has a blunt tip and there are between 4-5 whorls with deep sutures. An
umbilicus is present. The size is 5 x 4.5mm. Leech’s Bithynia is common in

both dykes, broads and in the more sheltered reaches of the lowland rivers..

Assiminea grayana Fleming, Dun Sentinel, is abundant in saltmarshes and

estuaries at, or above, high tide level. It can be found either in brackish pools

or crawling on mud surfaces. This is the dominant brackish water snail of the

reed ronds on the Waveney, Yare and Bure. Ted Ellis recorded over 2000/m^

near Reedham Ferry in 1944 and today high densities can be found amongst

the mud surfaces between reed stems at Stokesby on the Bure, at Haddiscoe

Island and from Somerleyton to St Olaves. The species can live in salt but

prefer brackish waters. It is unhappy at being submerged and tends to crawl

out of water onto reed stems. It can resist desiccation for up to six months.
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Vivipdrus vivipdrus Rockland Broad. Bithynid tBntdCulBtd Cantloy Marshos.

(B. Macfarlane) (^- Macfarlane)

I

-.ymnaea stagnalis Rockland Broad in

j shallow marshland drainage dykes.

(B. Macfarlane)

Planorbis corneus Rockland Broad.

(B. Macfarlane)



Assiminea grayana Fritton. On mud Planorbis carinatus Buckenham Tofts

under reed in saltmarsh. Lake Breckland. (B. Macfarlane)

(B. Macfarlane)
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Planorbis planorbis Cantley Marshes.

(B. Macfarlane)



The Dun Sentinel breeds in late spring and summer when single eggs are
deposited m mud or in conglomerates of up to 80 eggs held together with
faecal pellets. The shell is glossy-brown, conical shaped and with minute
lines of growth. The operculum is homy with spiral Imes of growth. In
Norfolk it grows to 5 x 3mm in size.

In coastal habitats it can be found near King’s Lynn, Scolt Head, StifiO^ey

Freshes, Blakeney Pomt, Cley and at Holkham.

In many ways Ovatella myosotis (Drap.), Mouse-cared Snail, can be
considered as a mantune species but since it inhabits sites at high-tide level in

the Broadland estuaries, it shows many brackish water features. Ted Ellis

descnbed the mouse-eared snail from Breydon Water as,

“Among my earliest discoveries was an attractive little snail which
was confined to the highest parts ofthe ronds. It was about the size of
a wheat grain, with a thin, semi-transparent, glossy, light brown shell

whose mouth was ornamented with small, white tooth-like tubercles.
”

It is common at Breydon, the ronds of Haddiscoe Island and the brackish

waters of the Bure, Yare and Waveney. On the coast it can be found at Cley,

Blakeney Point, Scolt Head, Brancaster, Titchwell and around the Wash.
Typical of these more maritime habitats is the high water debris line of the

salt marshes at Admiralty Point near Terrington where the snail can be

collected amongst the flotsam washed up onto the upper tidal limits.

The two Norfolk species of the family Physidae are both characterised by

having a left sided opening to the shell when viewed from the front. The

Common Bladder Snail Physa fontinalis (L.) can be found throughout the

county in suitable rivers, streams, drainage dykes and ditches. It is considered

to be a good indicator of unpolluted waters and as such is often associated

with dense growths of aquatic vegetation. Currently the distributions of 2-3

alien species of Physa are being mvestigated nationally. Dr Ray Anderson

has confirmed that specimens collected by the authors from the Rivers

Wensum, Yare, Tud, Nar, from Wheatfen Broad and from Ludham marshes

are all Physa fontinalis

.
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The Moss Bladder Snail Aplexa hypnorum (L.) is comparatively rare in the

county. In the Breckland Stanford Training Area there are a number of over-

grown dykes which drain the water meadows

bordering the River Wissey at Langford Hall

where the snail is abundant. These dykes are

shallow and choked with sedges and reed

sweet-grass. They are typical habitats for Aplexa

hypnorum and closely resemble those at Fomcett

St Peter in the Tas valley. Associated species

include Anisus leucostoma, Valvata cristata,

Lymnaea palustris and Pisidium personatum.

The snail is known to prefer weed choked ditches

since it can withstand their drying up during the

summer. It was once more widely spread but

modem farming patterns of infilling ponds and

machine dug ditches has caused a dramatic decline nationally in its

distribution. It has been found at Colney (1933), Flordon Common (1947)

and Wacton (1988-93).

One of the largest and most widely distributed groups of freshwater snails are

to be found in the family Lymnaeidae. The Suffolk malacologist Ian Killeen

is currently examining the anatomical stmctures of the UK species because of

a suspicion that there are relatively more species in the family than has

previously been thought. The taxonomic difficulties focus especially with

^Lymnaea peregra' and ^Lymnaea palustris'. The Norfolk observations of

this family may need revision in the 2 century.

The Dwarf Pond Snail Lymnaea truncatula (Muller) is an inhabitant of

ponds, ditches and wet carrs in Broadland and in marshes and drains all over

the county. It is commonly found beneath debris of the margins of open

waters and reed swamp. It was regarded by Boycott (1936) as not being a

tme aquatic species. The Marsh Snail Lymnaea palustris (Muller) is a snail

of marshes, ponds, dykes and the edges of lakes and rivers. It prefers stagnant

or slow flowing waters and is a common snail of the Broads where it can be

found in reed/sedge beds and in the margins of dykes and ditches. In west

Norfolk it is common in wet marshes around King’s Lynn but there are few

4mm
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.records from the Fens, other than at Hiigay bordering the Great Ouse.

The Great Pond Snail Lymnaea stagnalis (L.) is a species which appears to

be increasing in its Norfolk range as ornamental ponds are constructed in

:gardens. This snail can be dominant in some habitats where other mollusc

-species first decline in density and then are excluded. Its relative growth in

L garden ponds often results in its being thrown by householders into other

'ponds and dykes across the county. It is a biennial species which breeds in

'both years. It has shown itself to be an early colonizer of newly dug dykes in

the Ludham Marshes, especially if they are covered with mats of duckweed

which allow the snails to move on the surface. In the tidal rivers and broads

: the Great Pond Snail can often be seen floating on the surface of the water

,iand being carried to new sites. This ability to float freely appears to be a

-critical factor in its wide distribution throughout the county. It prefers water

I

\which are rich in macrophytes. Whilst widely recorded throughout the county

Lthere are few records from the Fens.

I The Wandering Snail Lymnaea peregra (Muller) can be found everywhere

I ! in Norfolk whenever there is standing water. It is one of the commonest of

I ffreshwater snails in the county, although there are few records from the Fens.

f,
lilt inhabits a big range of freshwater sites from small ditches to ponds, to

a

rbroads/lakes and rivers. It is tolerant of mild pollution and is known as an

ijundemanding species. It has an annual cycle and is a rapid colonizer of

ddredged drains and dykes. There are wide variations in the size and shape of

lithe shells from site to site. The Ear Pond Snail Lymnaea auricularia (L.) is

ssometimes confused with Lymnaea peregra because of this wide variation in

sshell form. It is a species of slow flowing rivers and is typically found across

'’Norfolk in the Rivers Yare, Bure, Thume, Wissey, Waveney, Chet and Great

(Ouse. It is a species common to the meres of Breckland with their fluctuating

: 'water levels. On the coastal marshes at Titchwell and Brancaster the snail

* Hives in the freshwater soke dykes behind the sea embankments.

J

*

The final two species in the family have been effectively eliminated from the

'Norfolk fauna in the last half centur>\ The Mud Pond Snail Lymnaea glabra

• (Muller) (RDB.3) is a west European species of soft waters m muddy ponds

.iand ditches on acid soils with an impoverished fauna and flora. The species
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enjoys sites with a tendency to periodic desiccation. Roy Baker discovered it

in 1969 in a number of ditches on Marston Marshes near Norwich but these

have subsequently been ‘improved’ as part of a local nature reserve

management strategy and the snail has been lost. In a conference held by the

Society in 1986 the late Ted Ellis reflected,

“There is a great stress on what could be called ‘gardening ’ on

nature reserves and in my view some of this is engaged too hastily, i

for the benefit of particular plants or birds, without giving proper

consideration to invertebrates and other small fry, which are

scientifically ofequal importance.
”

There have been three other recorded discoveries of this snail in the last forty

years in Norfolk; in the mud edge of a small pond on N.Tuddenham Common
(E.A. Ellis 1960), in a similar pond at Bridgham by the Great Ouse River

Authority (1968-70) and by the authors this year at East Walton Common.

The Glutinous Snail, Myxas glutinosa (Muller) is the rarest freshwater snail

in the UK. It is currently known only from a pond in Oxford and from two

sites in North Wales. TTiere are eight records Myxas from the valleys of the

Rivers Yare and Wensum over a one hundred year period from 1850 until

1940. Many of these sites no longer exist, e g. the marshes at Heigham are

now an industnal/commercial estate, or they have been radically changed,

e g. the gravel workings at Colney. The last record was by Arthur Ellis in

1940 in a reed sweet-grass swamp at Old Lakenham. There are remains of a

reed swamp bordering the River Yare at Lakenham and some of the dykes

near Trowse are inefficiently maintained. Elsewhere the sites around Norwich

have been ‘improved’ such that it is unlikely that the snail has survived in

them. TTiis snail is sensitive to enrichment and to disturbance. It is possible

thatit may still persist at Old Lakenham but the siting of the major city waste

dump immediately up-river of the swamp bodes ill for its discovery.

However, this is one snail species which naturalists, with their local

knowledge, may re-discover in some neglected waters bordering the City of

Norwich.

The Ram’s-hom snails of the family Planorbidac arc an interesting group

with some extremely rare species in Norfolk. The Margined Ram’s-hom
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Planorbis planorbis (L.) is common in the broads, ponds and marsh dykes.
It is found in the River Wissey in the west of the county and is one of the
assemblage of molluscs of the pingos of East Walton and Thompson
Commons. The Keeled Ram’s-hom Planorbis carinatus Muller is widely
distributed throughout the broads, lakes and marsh dykes, including the
coastal dykes at Brancaster in north Norfolk. It is also a species of the slow
flowing Rivers Yare and Wensum.

4mm 4mm

Planorbis planorbis Planorbis carinatus

Cantley Marshes Buckenham Tofts Lake

The Button Ram’s-hom Anisus leucostoma (Millet) is a marsh species in

Broadland as well as in reed beds bordering dykes in grazing marshes at

Brancaster, in the lakes and meres of Breckland and in the pingos at East

Walton Common. At Geldeston Marshes in the Waveney valley where dykes

have been allowed to mature the molluscan communites are rich in species.

The larger radial dykes from the river to the upper land hold abundant

densities of many snails and still allow free movement of drainage waters.

The more advanced dykes dominated by sedges and sweet-reed grass, but

with open waters and less water flow, are rich in species. In one meadow the

dykes have been left for many years as “dead dykes” and here they appear as

shallow depressions dominated by Agrostis stolonifera L., Alopecurus

geniculatus L., Juncus inflexus L., Juncus subnodulosus Schrank, Carex

riparia Curt, Glyceha maxima (Hartm.) Holmb. and Caltha palustis L.
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These dead dykes contain the increasingly threatened and comparatively rare )

Button Ram’s-hom. This species can withstand the drying out of dykes and }

ditches. Its recent rarity in Norfolk is probably caused by the use of efficient i

mechanical machines clearing dykes and preventing them from fully
(

maturing.

The Whirl Pool Ram’s-hom Anisus vortex (L.) is a very common planorbid j

of marsh dykes in Norfolk. In the Ludham Marshes NNR it is often abundant \

and is an early colonizer of dykes which have been dredged. Driscoll (1976)
(

noted that it as a species only found in Norfolk freshwater dykes and is i

absent from brackish waters. It is widely distributed in the broads and slow \

flowing rivers throughout the county.

Anisus vorticulus (Troschel) is an extremely rare snail in Norfolk. Its status 1

in the county has always been limited. A. E. Ellis (1940) recorded it from )

dykes in the mid-Yare valley at Thorpe St Andrew, Postwick and Wheatfen ]

Broad in non-tidal dykes and ditches kept clear of reed swamp. E.A.Ellis \

(1950) found specimens at Whitlingham and Bradeston Marshes in the Yare i

valley. At Upton Broad A.E. Ellis recorded it in 1940 and Ian Killeen found :

specimens in a ditch just outside the SSSI in 1974. A further examination by
|

Killeen in 1997 failed to discover the snail at the same site. Killeen found it l

on the Muckfleet Marshes in 1974 and Rex Haney in ditches bordering the :

River Tud at Costessey in 1981. In Breckland Anisus vorticulus was i

recorded by E.B .Rands at Hockwold cum Wilton on the Norfolk bank of the ;

River Little Ouse and in the Stanford Training Area by Peter Lambley 1994.

Michael Kemey 1979 noted the species at Cley but so much has changed i

over the last two decades on the north Norfolk coast that the habitat is i

unlikely to have survived seawater flooding.

There is no evidence of the snail’s survival in the R. Yare valley. Pollution of

the waters appears to be the critical factor since the 1950's in the elimination

of the species, although changes in dyke dredging and land-use are likely to

be of equal relevance. Duncan Painter reported a number of ditches near the

Acle A47 road improvement scheme where Anisus vorticulus survives but

Ian Killeen failed to discover the snail surviving in these sites in 1997.
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The River Waveney differs from other Broadland rivers in the frequent

flooding of the bordering marshes and the maintenance of a mosaic of
dykes/ditches in the grazed meadows. There are few areas along the river

where arable crops have replaced the traditional grazmg marshes. Michael

Jackson in his surveys of the Norfolk ditches has discovered a number of
surviving sites for Anisus vorticulus at Burgh Marshes, Short Dam Level,

Long Dam Level, Gillingham Marshes and Broome Marshes. The
identification of the molluscan fauna was completed by one of the authors,

Derek Howlett.

The dykes at Gillingham described above reflect the presence of Anisus

vorticulus in rich vegetation. Arthur Ellis (1941) observed that the species

previously at Wheatfen enjoyed non-tidal dykes choked with homwort,

frogbit and bur-reed, often with a peaty bottom. He describes it as, “a

capricious snail, abundant in one dyke and absent from a neighbouring one

where conditions appear to be equally favourable.”

What we can surmise from the Waveney valley is that Anisus vorticulus is

just surviving in the traditionally managed grazing marshes but that its hold

is tenuous. With Anisus vorticulus we are faced with a snail which appears to

be in retreat from an already precarious foothold in Norfolk. Ian Killeen &
Martin Willing (1997) argue convincingly that the snail should be regarded

as an endangered species (Red Data Book 1) and we fully support this view.

We remain unclear about the reasons for its decline, although the

continuation of traditional land management of grazing marshes appears to be

an indicator of its likely presence. Killeen & Willing suggest that water

chemistry may be a critical factor. Certainly its loss from the Yare marshes

coincided with the gross pollution of the waters in the 1950's to 1990's. In the

Waveney valley this pollution appears to have been less dramatic. The

Waveney marshes are more liable to flooding than those of other north

Broadland marshes and this has limited their use for cereal and arable

farming with the result that chemical enrichment of the ditches is far less. The

reasons for the decline remain obscure and require more detailed research.

Early records for the Twisted Ram's-hom Bathyomphalus contortus (L.)

are from Arthur Mayfield (1909) at Acle and Homing Ferry and Arthur Ellis
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(1940) from Alderfen, Upton and Wheatfen Broads. Driscoll (1976) recorded :

it in freshwater broadland sites where it favours the richer dykes with lush i

vegetation. It is a species which can build up to large populations in the ;

second, third and fourth year following dyke dredging. Currently it is found /

throughout the Broads.

The Smooth Ram’s-hom Gyraulus laevis (Alder), the White Ram’s-hom i

Gyraulus albus (Muller) and the Nautilus Ram’s-hom Gyraulus crista (L.)

are snails of the fluctuating waters of the Breckland meres. The Smooth

Ram’s-hom is a rare species and is known in Norfolk only from Langmere,

Rmgmere, Thomham and a section of the River Glaven. The White

Ram’s-hom in contrast is widely distributed in the Broads and in the River 3

Wissey in the west of the county. The Nautilus Ram’s-hom is a species of ;

both broads and marsh dykes. It is especially common in drains, ponds and i

roadside ditches. Driscoll (1976) found it to be restricted to the richer dykes :

in the Broadland marshes and the authors formed a similar conclusion in its I

presence in the Ludham grazing marsh dykes. Although it has an annual life I

cycle with 2 -3 different breeding phases in the spring, summer and aumtum |

it appears to be a slow re-colonizer of dredged dykes.

The Flat Ram’s-hom Hippeutis complanatus (L.) is a snail of dykes and i

ditches throughout Broadland and is also present in the Breckland meres. It I

prefers habitats with rich vegetation growth, high pH and high total hardness i

levels. It is species which is slow to re-establish itself following dyke

clearance.

The Red Data Book 1 species Segmentina nitida (Muller) was first recorded i

in 1871 in Norwich. It is now largely confined to the Broadland river marshes

of the Yare and Waveney, some Norfolk broads and Thompson Common on

the edge of Breckland. We suspect that the species is more widely distributed

than is shown by the present records.

Ian Killeen (1992) notes that, "Segmentina nitida prefers well oxygenated

marsh drains and ponds with lush vegetation". This observation is in broad

agreement with our Norfolk findings such that within a marshland drainage

system it is comparatively easy to identify habitats as being suitable for the
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snail. Lush vegetation, whilst valuable for the species, is of lesser influence

than enrichment and pollution of the waters. Many of the populations in the

Yare valley marshes have been seriously affected by eutrophication. A major
factor in limiting the distribution of Segmentina appears to be dredging

procedures and phasing of drainage work on marshland dykes. The
conservation of this mollusc necessitates sensitive and carefully planned

dredging work.

Segmentina nitida has been known from

the 1 890's from marshes at Whitlingham

and Thorpe bordering the River Yare

below Norwich. In the 1970's these

dykes were rich in aquatic plant species.

The earliest record is at Heigham

(Norwich) in 1871 but this site is now
urbanised. Ted Ellis recorded

Segmentina nitida from Halvergate

Marshes in 1933 and from Wheatfen

Broad in 1934. At Wheatfen he noted the

snail in both tidal and non-tidai waters.

The Broad has a twice daily tidal

changes of freshwater backed up from

seawater cycles at Yarmouth. There are

occasional saline incursions into the

Wheatfen system. A.E. Ellis (no relation

to E.A. Ellis) made extensive studies of the mollusca of Wheatfen for his

classic paper on the Mollusca of a Norfolk Broad {J. Conchology, 1941, 21,

(8): 224-243). He recorded the species in the same habitats as Ted Ellis and

he describes a typical example as being, "Non-tidal dyke unshaded by trees

and kept clear of intrusive reed swamp plants. As in most non-tidal dykes the

bottom is very peaty but with dense growths of frog-bit and homwort

providing good cover for snails". Ellis further describes a tidal site as,

“Having reed and sweet reed encroaching but with

abundant Callitriche and Ceratophyllum.
”

2mm
I 1
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In 1994-95 the authors collected specimens from non-tidal dykes and pools at

Wheatfen Broad. The numbers are small and currently restricted to the dykes .

inland of the tidal spillways which have only occasional influxes of river

waters. The recorded evidence suggests that pollution from the Whitlingham e

sewage treatment works has in the past been a major factor affecting this rare i

species. Fossil specimens have been collected from tidal channel silts.

A. E. Ellis (1941) recorded the species from Upton Broad but J.Wortley in

1971 failed to discover it there. Roy Baker (1969) collected the snail from a f

marshland dyke bordering the River Yare at Cringleford, Norwich. In 1971

J.Wortley found Segmentina in reed beds at Alderfen Broad and in 1972
‘

R. Driscoll described it as, "Local and rare in Broadland dykes". He found the i:

snail in many dykes at Cantley, Fleggburgh, Stokesby and Hemsby. :

D.J.Harcombe found Segmentina in Ormesby Broad in 1973.

Surveys by the authors and by Killeen & Willing (1997) show that i

Segmentina nitida is present along many sections of the Yare river valley. Its I

presence appears to be directly dependent upon the intensity of dyke I

clearance by heavy machinery. The species has survived the pollution levels :

of the 1950's to 1990's from the river and from agricultural treatment of the I

land. Where it is present the snail can be abundant but its distribution is

uneven, which we suspect is a reflection of past and current management of

the fen and marsh dykes. Saline incursions also affect the distribution in the I

ditches and dykes above Reedham Ferry.

Many of the once rich dykes with diverse aquatic plants at Thorpe have been

affected by pollution and farming practices over the last thirty years.

However, a few dykes have retained their original form within the grazing

marshes. They can be described as being, "Degenerated dykes with grazed

margins"These dykes are rich in aquatics and dominated by frogbit, lesser

water parsnip, marsh horsetail and branched bur-reed. These Thorpe dykes

are rich in Segmentina nitida and other gastropod molluscs, including:-

Planorbis planorbis, Planorbarius corneus, Anisus vortex, Bathyomphalus

contortus, Planorbis carinatus, Physa fontinalis, Lymnaea peregra and

Lymnaea palustris.
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Heron’s Marsh at Surlingham was once known to support Segmentina nitida

but a survey by Ian Killeen & Martin Willing (1997) and the Conchological

Society of Great Britain showed that the area had been greatly altered by
changes in conservation management, agricultural practice, drainage and

eutrophication. The ditches on this marsh have been deeply dredged and now
show an impoverished emergent and submergent flora. No molluscs of any

significance were recorded, although a more sympathetic management
programme might allow the ditches to recover.

In the dykes below the high ground at Wickhampton there are a number of

shallow cattle poached sections rich in macrophytes. These dykes contain an

abundant and diverse molluscan fauna which includes both young and adult

Segmentina nitida. Halvergate Marshes has been described by Ian Killeen

(1997) as having Segmentina nitida in the ditches. The ditches have a similar

flora and fauna to those described in the adjacent site at Wickhampton. They

are effectively part of the same system of dykes draining fi-om the higher land

bordering the whole marsh complex. In his 1933 field notebooks Ted Ellis

recorded the mollusca from a number of dykes on Halvergate Marshes. These

showed the same species as currently found at Wickhampton Marshes. The

snail was first recorded from Acle Marshes in 1968 and as part of a road

improvement scheme Duncan Painter (1997) noted both Segmentina nitida

and Anisus vorticulus from a number of ditches to the east of Acle. Killeen &
Willing (1997) failed to discover Segmentina nitida in the ditches at Acle but

they consider that the results of Painter's survey provide evidence that the

species may occur frequently at the western end of Halvergate Marshes.

The three sites bordering the higher land from Wickhampton through

Halvergate to Acle are essentially an interconnected drainage system. These

dykes are rarely affected by saline incursions from Breydon Water.

The Waveney valley is subject to regular flooding and is essentially retained

as grazing marshes. Arable crops are not a feature of this river valley. A
consequence of this management is that many of the dykes and ditches have a

rich flora and fauna. The presence of rare molluscs is dependent upon the

degree and intensity of work undertaken by Internal Drainage Boards and

farmers. Segmentina nitida is common amongst many of the ditches on the
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Norfolk side of the river. The snail is known to exist at Broome Marshes,

Gelderston Marshes, Gillingham Marshes, Long Dam Level, Short Dam i

Level and Burgh Marshes.

Geldeston Meadows SSSI lies in the flood plain of the River Waveney. The

meadows are frequently flooded in the winter and the dykes are normally

maintained at highwater table levels throughout the year with light summer
|

grazing by cattle. The freshwater molluscan communities are directly

influenced by the programmes of dyke clearance and maintenance. Prior to a 1

survey by the authors a number of the main dykes had been dredged by the >

Internal Drainage Board. These dykes showed first class engineering both in >

their profiles and high degree of clearance. The Internal Drainage Board )

should be very pleased by the outcomes. For the conservationist they showed )

a disaster in the management of a sensitive environment for plants and )

aquatic invertebrates. The spoil heaps clearly indicated a system once rich in i

freshwater molluscs both in terms of species diversity and densities. Studies
\

at Ludham Marshes NNR, where a phased and thoughtful management of the
j

dykes occurs, does show that freshwater snails can, and do, re-colonize

cleared dykes but to achieve healthy invertebrate communities such drastic

dredging as at Geldeston Meadows should be avoided.

Of particular value is one dyke partially filled with great pond sedge, reed

sweet-grass, reed canary-grass, water mint and great water dock. The dyke

contains open waters and is about Im deep. It is part shaded by a line of

coppiced alder trees on one side. The water flows, albeit less quickly,

through this dyke such that drainage can occur. In addition the emergent

plants facilitate water uptake and loss and so help maintain optimal water

table levels. This is an important habitat for molluscs and should be managed

to retain its essential character. There were large numbers of Segmentina

nitida of both young and adult snails in this dyke in March 1998. This is an

important site for the species and it is fortunate that it lies within a declared

SSSI where advice can, and has, been given by English Nature to the farmer.

In the Waveney river valley the authors first noted the Shiny Ram’s-hom in a

similar dyke at Gillingham Marshes in 1997. This species prefers dykes in

traditional grazed marshes where the dyke vegetation has been allowed to
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succeed into a rich and diverse flora. Killeen & Willing (1997) note that

Segmentina nitida has been recorded at about twelve sites since 1965 but in

the last ten years only from East Anglia. These grazing marshes which are

used by sheep and cattle and include a series of freshwater dykes at a mature

stage with great pond sedge, branched bur-reed and a surface cover of

common duckweed Some dykes include watercress and stonewort. These

dykes have not been dredged for a number of years and are of national

importance in supporting the RDB 1 species Segmentina nitida. This is one

of the best sites in Norfolk for this very rare species. Associated molluscs

include;- Valvata cristata, Lymnaea peregra, Lymnaea palustris, Bithynia

tentaculata, Lymnaea stagnalis, Bithynia leachii, Flanorbis planorbis,

Physa fontinalis, Bathyomphalus contortus, Planorbarius corneum,

Hippeutis, Acroloxus lacustris, Pisidium milium, Sphaerium corneum,

Pisidium obtusale and Pisidium pseudosphaerium (Red Data Book 3).

The Burgh Common SSSI is an extensive area of carr, grazed and ungrazed

fens linked through a series of ditches. The Muckfleet Marshes have ditches

bordered by rough grazed pasture. Killeen & Willing (1997) describe these

sites in detail. They noted that these are important sites for Segmentina nitida

and that this is the result of low intensity management. Killeen & Willing

observe that, “Many of the ditches are becoming choked and are likely to be

candidates for dredging in the future.” The> argue strongly that to preserve

the molluscan status quo that appropriate management guidelines are issued

to the landowner in advance of any potentially damaging dredging w ork.

Thompson Common lies on the edge of Breckland. It has a number of pools,

pingos of periglacial origin and ditches within a wet grazed grassland.

Segmentina nitida has been recorded by Killeen (1997) from one shaded

pingo surrounded by dense reed. Killeen observed that many of the earl\

records for Segmentina are from ponds. At the time of his survey Ian Killeen

noted that many of the pools and ditches were dr\ or diy ing out. Since 1997

the area has received heavy rainfall and the water table has risen such that the

nearby meres are now' refilling with water from the deep aquifers.

The Great Ram’s-hom Planorbis corneas (L.) is common in broadland

dvkcs. Records from Wheatfen Broad showed it to be a common species
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(A. E. Ellis 1941) until the pollution of the River Yare in the 1950-1990 period

killed it off in both tidal and non-tidal dykes subject to occasional riverine i

flooding. It appears to be intolerant of pollution and has survived in some of

the inland dykes of the Yare river valley where fluvial incursions are absent 3

or minimal. McMillan (1985) observed that it is tolerant of deteriorating li

conditions in ponds, although not necessarily deterioration due to pollutants. 1

Observations made by Hingley (1979) on the Pevensey Levels showed that r

this species slowly re-establishes itself following dredging. In Norfolk the ;

aquaria trade has probably been a factor in its introduction and

re-introduction into dykes and ponds over the last few decades.

There are three freshwater limpets recorded in Norfolk. The River Limpet c

Ancylus fluviatilis Muller favours the faster flowing upper reaches of rivers 5

where it is commonly found attached to stones and other fixed objects. It is

also commonly found below water mills in the faster flow and increased N

turbulence. It is less frequently found in broads and lakes where the Lake ii

Limpet Acroloxus lacustris (L.) is widespread. This is the common limpet c

found attached to emergent and marginal vegetation of broads and dykes. It is

found in most, if not all broads, lakes, slow flowing sections of the lowland i

rivers, marsh dykes and Breckland meres. The third species is an introduced k

limpet first recorded in the UK in an open habitat in 1976, although known to

exist earlier in hothouse tanks. Ferrissia waufieri (Mirolli) was discovered n

in its only known Norfolk site in the Great Ouse by Preece and Wilmot in

1979.
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PLANT NOTES 1999 I

East Norfolk - Robert Ellis

I suppose it was inevitable that in the year that the new A Flora ofNorfolk J

was published two new vice-county records for East Norfolk would be J

reported. The first of these was the surprising discovery of Leafy Rush i

(Juncus foliosus) by Laurie Hall in a meadow at Felthorpe. Here in Norfolk .1

it is well outside its national range as it is normally confined to the south and g

west of the British Isles. The plant resembles Toad Rush {Juncus bufonius) ii

but may be distinguished by the broader leaves (more than 1.5mm wide), two H

dark lines on either side of the midrib of the tepals and especially by the il

strong longitudinal ridges on the seeds. Identification of this specimen was
|

confirmed by Dr. T.A. Cope at the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew. This H

discovery raises several questions. Does the plant grow elsewhere in the I

county? Has it always been present here as a relic from times when the d

climate was more suited to its requirements or was it somehow recently I

introduced? If it is an introduction, by what means was this achieved? 1

The second new record for the vice-county is Drosera x obovata, the hybrid

between Round-leaved Sundew (D. rotundifolia) and Great Sundew {D.

anglica). This was found by Dr. Tony Leech at Holt Lowes and was kindly

confirmed by Dr. Alastair Culham of the University of Reading. This sundew
|

could easily be confused with Oblong-leaved Sundew {D. intermedia) on leaf
j

shape alone but the inflorescence rises from near the centre of the rosette as it !

does with Great Sundew, also the hybrid plant is sterile.

Tony Leech, Simon Harrap and Anne Starling have been recording the plants I

at Holt Lowes with great diligence this year, hence the discovery of the I

Drosera x obovata, and Simon raised the question of the small dark

purple-bracted marsh-orchids that occur at the Lowes and on many of our 1

other valley mires. As I had been puzzling over similar plants at Buxton
j

Heath we decided to send material (a single leaf and a single flower from

each plant) from a range of plants to the B.S .B.I. referee for Dactylorhyza
,

Dr. Ian Denholm. It appears that these plants at both sites show

characteristics that grade from those of Narrow-leaved Marsh-orchid

{Dactylorhiza traunsteineri) to those of Southern Marsh-orchid
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{Dactylorhiza praetermissa) with many being mtermediate. Dr. Denholm has

already observed this phenomenon at Beeston Regis Common and he and Dr.

R.M. Bateman are conducting DNA analysis to investigate the plants there.

He was, however, able to confirm the presence of D. traunsteineri at both

sites and thanks to some of Simon's photographs, its presence at Booton
Common and Seaming Fen as well. Good characters for determining D.

traunsteineri are the very narrow leaves, very dark purple bracts, a lax

inflorescence and a labellum that is broadest below the middle.

1999 was the last recording season for the forthcoming B.S.B.I. distribution

atlas {Atlas 2000) and several records which are new to 10 km squares smce

the publication of the flora have been forwarded. I think it is worth

mentioning some of the more notable of these. Fibrous Tussock-sedge

{Carex appropinquata). Lesser Bladderwort {Utricularia minor) and Least

Bur-reed {Sparganium natans) were found at South Lopham Fen by Jo

Parmenter during the course of a monitoring programme. Alec Bull has

reported several nice finds in Gillingham Thicks including Common
Cow-wheat (Melampyrum pratense). Trailing Tormentil (Potentilla anglica)

and Pale Sedge {Carex pallescens) which is only its 5th site in East Norfolk.

Although Alec has retired from the post of recorder, he has b\' no means

retired from botanical recording!

Bob Leaney has reported a new site for Smith's Pepperwort {Lepidium

heterophyllum) on a roadside verge at Frettenham. This plant has never been

common in Norfolk and seems always to have been most frequent in

north-east Norfolk. Looking at the previous count\ floras. Trimmer (1866)

lists the following sites: Crostwick. Coxford (East Rudham), Godwick

(Tittleshall), North Walsham, Witton. Horstead and subsequently

Felmingham and Barton. Nicholson (1913) adds Lakenham. Filby, Honing,

Barton Turf, Potter Heigham. Bmndall, Cromer, Dereham. Felbrigg and St

Faiths. It IS interesting to note that during surveys for the 1999 A Flora of

Norfolk, by 1 996 there were only two records of Smith's Pepperwort in east

Norfolk. By 1998 there were 10, the last 8 records being made in the last 2

years and 5 of these were from the north-east comer of the count\-. Rather

than indicating any change in the distnbution of this plant this probably just
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shows that the area in which this plant has its stronghold simply wasn't

surveyed in detail until the latter stages of the project.

56789012345
Figure 1. The distribution ofLepidium heterophyllum in Norfolk from 1866

to 1999.

By contrast. Slender Rush {Junciis tenuis) is an introduced plant that is

almost certainly increasing its range in the county. There were two new east

Norfolk records this year, one in Holt and one at Wheatfen, Surlingham. The

first record for the county as a whole was in 1920 at Caister-on-Sea. Fetch

and Swann (1968) listed 4 locations for the plant, the 1999 Flora lists 19

sites scattered across the county. I understand that Jean Gaffiiey has also

found two new sites in Thetford Forest so there are now 23 locations

recorded for Norfolk.

There obviously is not space here to list all the new records received this year

but I would like to take the opportunity to thank all those who have sent in

data. The number of new records clearly shows that the task of recording the

county's flora will never be complete. Things are changing all the time and
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.
plants seem to be more mobile these days with saltmarsh plants beginning to

i line our roads and casual introductions appearing on transported topsoil. In

'Norwich, the earth-moving around the new Riverside development turned up

5 some interesting casuals including Henbane {Hyoscamus niger). Intermediate

t Evening-primrose {Oenothera x fallax). Maple-leaved Goosefoot

(Chenopodium hybridum) and an abundance of Thorn-apple {Datura

^stramonium). In May 1999, Chris Wiskin discovered Bearded Fescue

i {Vulpia ciliata ssp. ambigua) beside a roundabout at Colney near Norwich.

This nationally scarce grass is found in Norfolk only in parts of Breckland

:-and Chris suggests that the seed may have been relocated in sand or ballast

t transported by lorries using the road to access the new Hospital site or other

c developments nearby.

^ Finally, I have recently received a note from Tim Rich at the National

'Museum of Wales. He has sent a copy of a record for Starved Wood-sedge

(
{Carex depauperata) from a herbarium held at the Royal Botanical Garden

in Edinburgh. The specimen was found at Ranworth. Norfolk in 1878. This

s sedge is classified as a critically endangered species in this countiy', only

s surviving in two locations in Surrey and Somerset. Now there's something to

I look out for in the year 2000!

>West Norfolk - Gillian Beckett

I In West Norfolk too there has been plenty to do in 1999. The Flora, as we

1hoped, has awakened interest generally, and new finds have been coming in.

(Of sites which have yielded new' records. East Winch Common must take

ppride of place. It has been considerably opened up in the last two years by

tthe NWT and is now regularly cattle grazed. The fact that the grazier, John

\Williamson, is also a keen botamst must be unusual and his finds of Floating

(Club-rush. Eleogiton fluitans. Tasteless Water-pepper, Polygonum mite,

\Water Purslane, Lythrum portula and a hybrid willow, Salix x multinervis

iiimprove the already good site list. Later in the year Rob Yaxley found

^another Club-rush, Eleocharis multicaulis there w'hilst surveying, and it is

i^good to know that these plants, all of which were known in the 1950s, have

ssurvived. Another NWT site. Seaming Fen has had its list extended with

^Narrow-leaved Marsh Orchid. Dactlyorhiza traunsteineri mentioned above
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and Lesser Bladderwort, Uthcularia minor from John Jackson, both scarce I

species.

Heath-spotted Orchid, Dactylorhiza maculata turned up in Homingtoft

Wood (GB) where it had not been seen for thirty years while Alec Bull l|b

discovered the same species in a depression in East Walton parish. The

discovery of good colonies of several scarce arable weeds in some chalky |i

fields at Sedgeford such as the rare Comsalad, Valerianella dentata and j|t

Rough Poppy, Papaver hybridum, was pleasing and they were growing ||v

together with what, according to the books, looks like a rare variety of Pale ^
Fumitory, Fumaria parviflora, but which still alas awaits confirmation. Also

in plenty in the same fields was the condensed subspecies of Fool’s Parsley, |r

Aethusa cynapium ssp. agrestis which I suspect we have been overlooking, ft.

These are undoubtedly native, but the status of plants such as Larkspur, ft

Consolida ajacis, seen in the edge of a cornfield at Titchwell by Don Dorling ft

far from habitation, must always be in question, though on balance it may p
ij

also be have been a true field weed. Sea Fern-grass, Catapodium marinum ir

and Matted Sea-lavender, Limonium bellidifolium from Jane Harris on Wells ll^

sea bank were also good finds, the latter, a Red Data book species, having h
crossed the channel to a new site. A long list of unrecorded water plantsi'by ft

the Ouse and Bedford Rivers from Tim Pankhurst included, with S.Hogarth, ft

Greater Water Parsnip, Sium latifolium which is better at surviving in the ft

Fenland than we once believed. Two oddities which should be noted are the f'

survival of quantities of Borage, Borago officinalis growing in profusion in a I
field at Shipdham (Alec Bull) and of Viper’s Bugloss, Echium vulgare, ft

spotted by Mr Inskipp in quantity in stubble at Wormegay. Both were ft

regenerating from crops sown several years previously and were flowering ft

profusely in late summer. I

There have been many other finds for which there isn’t space, but a few I

introductions should get a mention; a sand pit full of evening primroses found p
at South Acre by Heather Williamson which proved to be a collection of

hybrids of Oenothera cambrica and O. biennis (det by J.C.Bowra) not ^

observed before in Norfolk, Ambrosia artemisiifolia was found under a bird W
table in Dersingham by Frances Schumann perhaps from bird seed origin,

j|

while Alec Bull found Annual Mugwort, Artemisia annua, presumably from
ft
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the same souree, appropriately at the RSPB’s reserve at Titehwell (though m
faet tucked away by the Gents which is my excuse for not seemg it)! This
was a new species for Norfolk.

The 1 999 A Flora of Norfolk may have been completed, but already three

quarters of them have been sold. We shall not reprint, so in another few
years we may well need a supplement! Next year we hope for more new finds

and re-discoveries and they will be kept for it, so please keep sending in the

records!

A FLORA OF NORFOLK
By

Gillian Beckett

Alec Bull

Robin Stevenson

Although Norfolk is very much an agricultural county, it has a wealth

of wild places. The plants of the Broadland, Breckland and the North

Norfolk coast are well known to many botanists, but the teams of

recorders working on this Flora has covered all parts of the county and

made many new discoveries. The book is, however, not only for

botanists but will be an important tool for conservationists and also the

essential guide for anyone with a love of plants and the Norfolk

countryside.

The main section of the book is preceded by introductorv chapters

covering geology and the soils, historical ecology, and the stoiy' of

Norfolk botanists, habitats and conservation.

Price from bookshops £38. 00

From the authors £38.00 or £42.00 post and package.

Alec Bull, Hillcrest, East Tuddenham, Norfolk NR20 3JJ

Gillian Beckett, Bramley Cottage, Stanhoe, King’s Lynn PE31 8QF
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DIATOM GROWTH ON WOOD PILING IN THE BROADS
A PRELIMINARY STUDY

K.B. Clarke

School of Environmental Sciences

University of East Anglia

Abstract

Attached diatoms are a key to the state ofwater at a point in a river or estuary. A
preliminary study shows that the best substrate available in the broads estuary for

the study ofattached diatoms is mature wood piling. Scrapings have been taken at

40 stations along the rivers which show a distribution of diatom species. In

addition, at three places a study has been made of vertical distribution on the

piling. Several distinct communities have been identified and their distribution

observed. One community involving an association of a cyanobacterium and the

diatom genus Luticola has been studied at Wheatfen. As a result of these

preliminary studies a programme offurther work is set out.

IMroduction

During surveys of the Norfolk Broads for other purposes the opportunity was

taken to carry out a preliminary examination of attached diatoms throughout

the estuary. Studies of the distribution of attached diatoms within estuaries

are rare. Some work has been done on the periphyton of the surface of

revetments, as part of a wider study of diatoms on the sediments in the

Thames Estuary by Juggins (1992). Scott Wilson (2000), using plastic rope,

studied the periphyton of the Broads rivers for the Environment Agency.

Method

In all over 40 piling samples were examined. Generally scrapings have been

taken in a small plastic bottle using a boat. Sampling of various substrates

showed that mature wood piling gave the best results. At Wheatfen a number

of sawn wooden stakes about 70 mm square were driven into the mud in the

broads and channels in 1998 and these could be withdrawn at intervals for

examination. They appear to give rather anomalous results when compared

to wooden piling along the rivers.

When it was found that there appeared to be a vertical zoning of diatom
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species a method of taking a vertical series of samples from wooden piling

was evolved. The requirements of the sampler were that it should be capable

of operating from the bank and taking small samples at accurate depths. The

bottle method, collecting from a boat, was not suitable. The sample was often

lost if a bottle was employed for collection at depth, the depth of sampling

could not be determined accurately and was limited by the length of the

human arm. Operation from a boat was hazardous and bank sampling was

preferred. A piece of plastic hose was forced against the piling by a hand

held steel rod, the hose containing a piece of loose filter material (Figure 1) so

that some of the scraped material was retained in the hose as it was raised to

the surface.

Collected material was boiled for thirty minutes in concentrated nitric acid in

a fume chamber as soon as possible after return to the laboratory. The acid

was washed out by settlement for 24 hours between changes of distilled water

and slides were made when pH indicator paper showed that all the acid had

gone. This was important as inadequate washmg resulted m the diatom

fhistules not being distnbuted evenly across the slide. About six drops of
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the cleared material were placed on a 13 mm diameter cover glass and dried

at low heat on a hot-plate, the resultant preparation being inverted over a

drop of Naphrax on a slide and warmed to drive off solvent. 200 valves were

counted on each slide using an oil immersion phase contrast x 100 objective.

Some of the material was examined live but this posed problems of

identification to species level

Some of the samples were examined by incineration. The material was

dispersed in distilled water and a drop placed on a 13 mm cover slip. This

was heated for a short time to just below dull red heat. The diatoms adhered

to the glass so that the preparation could be immersed in warm distilled water

for a few minutes to remove dissolved salts. This technique kept diatoms

together and allowed a study of colony formation.

Results

The diatom frustules found on the piling are in part dead. Wilson and Holmes

(1981) have emphasised the need to distinguish between living and dead

diatoms in sediments. The work of Green (1999) on attached diatoms in the

Broads estuary showed that the picture obtained from dead frustules is

substantially the same as from living ones. In view of the difficulties involved

in identifying and counting live diatoms all frustules on slides prepared from

the samples have been counted.

To a certain extent the piling is a record of past plankton blooms. In

identifying the “piling communities” planktonic diatoms have been ignored.

This is in line with work on the Thames Estuary ( Juggins 1992)

Of some doubt is the role played by the metaphyton on the piling and whether

they should be included in the piling community. For purposes of comparison

of periphyton communities both plankton and metaphyton species have been

ignored. Occasionally the amount of metaphyton is so great as to almost

exclude the “natural” piling growth.

Communities which have been recognised.

(numbers after localities arc slide identification numbers in the author’s

collection)
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Luticola:- pure at St Olaves 2222 & Somerleyton Bridge 2229, Breydon
2341, Breydon 2343, with Nitzschia brevissima Chet Old Hall Carr Bend
2424, Wheatfen Stakes 2433, 243 land with Ncrvicula gregonci New Cut
2221, with Rhaphoneis amphiceros Breydon 2342.

Amphora pediculus - pure River Ant, How Hill 330 2455, with

Achnanthidium, Nitzschia palea How Hill 2453, with Achnathidium,

Nitzschia inconspicua, Navicula tripunctata How Hill 2452, with

Achnanthidium, Navicula tripunctata Barton Post 2451, with

Achnanthidium, Cocconeis pediculus, Rhoicosphenia abbreviata Irstead

2209, with Rhoicosphenia abbreviata Wheatfen stake 2435.

Navicula cryptotenella:- with Achnanthidium, Navicula tripunctata and

Cymbella spp Barton 2210.

Navicula gregaria - with Navicula salinarum, Navicula cryptotenella

Wheatfen stake 2219, with Achnanthidium, Nitzschia palea, Nitzschia

dissipata, Nitzschia recta and Amphora pediculus Grange Farm 2151.

Achnanthidium.- with Amphipleura, Rhoicosphenia, Tabularia Hickling

2454, with Cymbella Wroxham Broad 2205, Barton Post 2494, with

Cymbella, Nitzschia amphibia and Nitzschia palea Belaugh Broad 2149,

with Nitzschia amphibia, Navicula cryptotenella Wroxham 2472, with

Navicula tripunctata, Navicula cryptotenella at Homing Ferr\' 2206, with

Navicula cryptotenella Ant/Bure Junction 2207, with Luticola, Nitzschia

linearis, Nitzschia dissipata, Navicula tripunctata Ant Hundred Dyke 2208

Navicula perminuta - Cocconeis disculus, Licmophora, Tabularia Breydon

2345.

Nitzschia dissipata:- with Nitzschia amphibia and Planothidium

lanceolatum Post Wheatfen 2197.

Nitzschia brevissima:- with Nitzschia tubicola, Nitzschia inconspicua,

Navicula gregaria Burgh St Peter 2126.
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Figure 2.

Gyrosigma from Piling at Potter

Heigham. (Slide 2130) This

species is typical of the

“Gyrosigma” community of the

middle estuary.

Figure 3.

Cymbella from Piling at Potter

Heigham. (Slide 2130) This is

the commonest Cymbella in the

estuary, being most commonly

associated with piling or posts in

the open waters of the broads.

The terminal nodules are like

arrow heads
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Figure 4.

Navicula slesvicensis is a feature

of inner parts of the estuary such

as Sutton Broad and Wheatfen.

Figure 5.

Luticola. A small diatom which

dominates many of the samples

from the lower YareAVaveney and

Breydon Water.
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Achnanthes brevipes:- Breydon 2344, Share Mill 2125.

Amphipleura rutilans.-vAth Achnanthes microcephala Meadow Dyke

2194,with Gyrosigma, Mastogloia, Nitzschia Martham Ferry 2191, with i

Gyrosigma, Luticola, Nitzschia dissipata Potter 2190.

Tabularia.-BxQydon 1 2340.

Gyrosigma:- with Navicula lanceolata Reedham Wood 2354, with Navicula r

gregaria Stracey Arms 2496, with Nitzschia tubicola, Nitzschia sigma

Hardley Cross 2378.

Nitzschia tubicola with Nitzschia sigma, Navicula gregaria and Nitzschia i-

brevissima Hardley Hall 2380, with Nitzschia inconspicua, Navicula r

gregaria, Nitzschia sigma, Nitzschia brevissima Nogdam 2374, with i

Nitzschia inconspicua, Rhoicosphenia, Karayevia clevei u/s Hardley Flood )

2387.

Nitzschia sp.:-with Nitzschia dissipata, Nitzschia palea, Nitzschia recta r

Achnanthidium Beccles 2497.

The distribution of piling communities throughout the estuary is shown on the i

map Figure 6. This shows only the dominant diatom in the communities.

The dominance of Luticola sp in the lower estuar>' may be attributable to the t

fact that the tidal range is greater here and therefore this diatom, which is ri

known to be aerophilic, is more often exposed to drying at low tide. )i

Preference for the upper zones of the pile communities can be seen from n

Tables 2 and 3

Variation of communities with depth

Four scries of vertical samples were taken: on the Wlicatfcn stakes, at

Nogdam and at Hardley Marshes on the Chet and at How Hill on the Ant. J

They show that Luticola or Achanthidium predominates at the top of the I

range, another diatom tends to be very dominant in the centre and below, b

Plankton diatoms arc to be found in greatest proportions at lower levels This F
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is probably because numbers of “resident” diatoms are decreasing due to lack

of light in the turbid waters.

Samples from the stakes at Wheatfen show that there is an upper zone of
Oscillatoria nigra and Luticola with a zone of Navicula gregaria or

Amphora pediculus below. This Oscillatoria zone was not confined to wood
at Wheatfen but could be recognised as a black “collar” on dead reedstcms in

winter throughout the Broads area especially in those localities with Luticola

Table 1. River Ant. Depth samples on Piling at How Hill.

Plankton

diatoms

Achnanthidium

minutissimum

Nitzschia sp Amphora

pediculus

Above water

line

5 40 12 15

Below water

line

25 12 10 21

330 mm
down

29 4 2 48

Table 2. River Chet. Depth samples on piling at Hardley Marsh Bend

Plankton

diatoms

Luticola Navicula

gregaria

Surirella

hrebissonii

Water level 0 25 11.5 2

30cm down 0 0 10 42

60cm down 11.5 0 41 6

90cmdown 18 4 15 3

Table 3. River Chet. Depth samples in algal zones at Nogdam End.

Plankton

diatoms

Nitzschia

tubicola

Luticola Nitzschia

brevissima

Top Zone 3 51 31 6

Bluegreen 1 80 5 12

Red Brown 0 68 5 23

Mud Zone 2 37 0 2
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Discussion

Although abundant material can be collected it is necessary to define

communities in relation to depth. Tidal range within the area sampled is

between 1.7 m at Breydon and 0.1m at Wroxham. It is difficult to decide on

the spot the level of mean tide at any point. The salinity of water immersing

diatoms depends on their position on the piling. Those lower down will

expenence the full range of water quality at their particular point on the river,

while those in the higher zones will only experience the maximum salinity at

that point, being in the air for part of the tidal cycle.

The attached community could change with the seasons. Although no

evidence has been collected that this happens to the “Piling’communities in

the Broads there is evidence elsewhere (Lange-Bertalot & Bonik, 1976) that

these diatom associations often disappear for months on end. They cite the

lower Main where the associations disappear completely between June and

September.

The turbidity of Broads waters is such that over most of the estuary the

photic zone does not extend below 500 mm from the surface.

The identification of Luticola species presented difficulties. In the work of

Lange-Bertalot & Bonik (1978) and in Krammer & Lange-Bertalot (1986)

the differential diagnosis of Luticola (Navicula) mutica Kiitzing, Luticola

cohnii and Luticola goeppertiana lies in the form and location of the stigma

and the central endings of the raphe. The Broads material had the stigma

near the edge of the valve but the ends of the raphe appeared to indicate

Luticola cohnii by the absence of the central extensions of the raphe.

Examination in the scanning electron microscope, however, showed that this

extension was present but almost completely occluded.

Amphipleura nitilans community is confined to the River Thume and the

Hickling group of Broads. The community has been recorded by the author

several years ago from the piling on the New Cut at the Haddiscoe end.

Navicula gregaria is a veiy motile, creeping diatom with a wide range of

salinity tolerance and is widespread within the estuary (Clarke, 1999). It
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Figure 6. Selected diatom communities distributions. Key:- Achnanthes

brevipes ®; Achnanthidium Q; Amphipleara rutilans 0; Amphora

pediculus ®; Gyrosigma 0; Luticola 0; Nitzschia tubicola 0; Nitzschia

brevissima ffl; Nitzschia sp #; Tabularia tabulata .
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Figure 7.

Achnanthidium minutissimum

This species is characteristic of

piling in the Bure upstream of

the junction with the River Ant.

Figure 8.

Amphora pediculus, associated

with the diatom Achnanthidium

minutissimum. These are the

characteristic dominants of the

River Ant.
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occurs in small numbers in many of the samples but appears to be dominant
where other diatoms are present in small numbers It cannot really be
regarded as forming a distinctive piling commumW.

Gyrosigma species are common at Stracey Arms on the Bure, Potter
Heigham on the Thume and just above Reedham on the Yare in association

with Novicula gregaria. They seem to occupy a short length of each over.

Achnanthidiwn minutissimum is typical of piling in the Bure above its

junction with the River Ant. It is also found at staithes at the head of

navigation (Sutton Staithe and Hickling Staithe). Together with Cymbella

species it features in Bclaugh, Barton and Wroxham Broad

Amphora pediculus is characteristic of the River Ant but it occurs also at

Wheatfen. It is commonly associated in the Broads with Achnanthidium

minutissimum.

At Beccles, near the top of the Waveney estuary, a community was found,

with mostly species of Nitzschia but dominated by a tube-dwelling Nitzschia

which cannot be identified with ccrtaint>'. It resembles Nitzschia flexa in

appearance but is much more robust and is smaller in size ranging from 34 to

50 microns long.

TTie River Chet is unusual in having a very strong tide, due to its narrowTiess,

its position in the estuary and the large tidal volume presented by Hardley

Flood. Nearly all the samples from piling were dominated by Nitzschia

tubicola.

Wooden piling does not usually occur in the broads themselves. Wooden

cages were left in Belaugh Broad and provided a sample there, also posts

were driven for navigation m Barton Broad. All these had a communitv of

Achnanthidium minutissimum with Cymbella species as subdominant.

This preliminary survey of wood piling in the Broads merely wets the

appetite for further investigation. Although 40 stations were investigated this

docs not give adequate coverage for a geographical distribution of diatom
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communities. The distribution of communities with depth should be

investigated at far more stations and the permanence of communities needs to

be checked. The anomalous results from Wheatfen call for a special study.
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RECENT PHENOLOGICAL CHANGES IN NORFOLK

Tim Sparks & Mary Manning
NERC Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Monks Wood, Abbots Ripton,

Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE28 2LS and Old Catton, Norwich, Norfolk

Introduction

Norfolk should be proud to be associated with the UK’s oldest known

phenological records. When Robert Marsham FRS began recording his

“Indications of Spring” on his Stratton Strawless estate in 1736 he could not

have envisaged the value of phenological data as a monitoring tool as we

enter the 2P‘ century. It is unjust that Gilbert White has received so much

attention when compared to Marsham. This demonstrates the value of having

a publisher as a brother! Marsham summarised his own observations at the

age of eighty (Marsham, 1789). Recording was then continued by successive

generations of the Marsham family and the record received further attention a

century later in the Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists ’

Society in 1875 and 1901 (Southwell, 1875; 1901). It was subsequently

“rediscovered” in 1926 (Margary, 1926) and 1995 (Sparks & Carey, 1995).

Sadly records only exist until 1958 although a member of the family is again

recording phenology, but over the “border” in Suffolk.

Phenology, the study of the timing of events, is now especially important as

we study changes to the natural world. We have just experienced the warmest

decade on record and further global warming is predicted. Phenology also has

other roles, for instance in estimating pollen timing for human health, leaf-fall

on our railways, and the timing of pest outbreaks in agriculture and forestry.

Whilst we can demonstrate that the responses of species to temperature now

is the same as it was historically, it is the post-war changes in phenology that

are currently of most interest. For this we often have to rely on the diary

entries of committed enthusiasts because the Royal Meteorological Society’s

co-ordinated scheme foundered in 1948. The records from individuals can be

surprismgly valuable, for instance a 50 year record from a lady in Surrey has
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demonstrated much earlier leafing of trees in recent years (Sparks, Carey &
Combes, 1997). In the current paper we report on the flowering times of

seven plant species over the last three decades from Norfolk.

Method

One of us (MM) has kept diary entries of a number of phenological events

since the mid-1960s at her garden in Old Catton, Norwich. For this paper we

have selected the dates of first flowering of seven species for the years

1965-2000. The data are not complete (ranging from 22 years for willow to

32 years for snowdrop). When events occur before the New Year they are

labelled as belonging to spring of the following year. e.g. snowdrop flowering

in December 1998 would be labelled as its spring 1999 flowering time.

Daffodil data refer to just one type of daffodil in the garden. Dates have been

converted to days after/prior to December 3 and analysed statistically using

regression techniques. Where data have been smoothed to identify underlying

trends a technique known as LOWESS has been used. Comparisons with

temperatures have used the Central England Temperature (CET) series,

which typifies the temperature over much of Britain.

Results

Table 1 summarises the average flowering dates for three periods. If a

statistically significant trend was detected, the strength of the trend (days

earlier per decade) is shown in the final column.

1965-1980 1981-1990 1991-2000 Trend?

Primrose Primula vulgaris Feb 8 Jan 6 Nov 23 23.1

Aconite Eranthis hyemalis Jan 1

1

Jan 12 Dec 14 10.7

Hazel Corylus avellana Feb 3 Jan 14 Dec 14 10.7

Snowdrop galanthus nivialis Jan 19 Jan 10 Jan 6 5.5

Crocus Crocus tommasinianus Feb 8 Jan 22 Jan 24 7.1

Willow Salix caprea Feb 16 Feb 19 Feb 3

Daffodil Narcissus Manning type Mar 10 Mar 7 Feb 25 7.9

Table 1. Mean flowering dates for three time periods, and the strength of

trend (where significant) in days earlier per decade.
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Ail species, with the exception of willow, show a statistically significant trend

towards earlier flowering in recent years. Primrose, aconite and hazel now all

regularly flower before the end of the calendar year. Aconite, shown in Figure

1, is currently flowering about a month ahead of it position in the 1960s and

the trend is more marked for primrose and hazel.

In comparing dates with temperatures, all species show a link bet\\een

flowering date and temperature. These results are summarised in Table 2.

These suggest that every degree of warming would advance flowering by

between 4 and 14 days. The differences in these responses suggest that some

of the flowering associations that we are familiar with may break do^\Tl. To

some extent this has already been witnessed. In the 1965-1980 period,

primrose and crocus flowered at approximately the same time. Now,

primrose (with a greater response to warming) is some two months ahead of

crocus.

Months included Response to 1 “C

increase in

temperature

(days)

% of variation in

dates explained

by temperature

(R>)

Primrose January -12.8 21.4

Aconite Nov, Jan -10.9 30

Hazel January -6.5 15.3

Snowdrop January -3.8 29.8

Crocus January -4.6 36

Willow March -13.6 40.1

Daffodil Jan. Feb -7.9 71.9

Table 2. A summary of the response of the flowering of seven species to

temperatures using regression techniques

Figures 2 and 3 show the response of daffodil and crocus to temperatures and

emphasise the way that flowering times have responded to mild winters and

early spring warmth. It is interesting to note that daffodils may be more

reliably available, in the future, on St David's Day (March f‘). A comparison
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of the snowdrop flowering records with those collected by the Marsham

family suggests a very similar response to temperature now as historically.

Figure 1. The trend in

aconite flowering dates

1965-2000. The plot is

overlaid with a smoothed

LOWESS line showing

the underlying trend.

Figure 2. The response

of daffodil flowering

time to early spring

temperatures.

fu1ar31

Mar 1

1

0)

(5

a
Feb 19

Jan 30

0 12 3 4 5 6 7

Jan-Feb mean temperature

Figure 3. The response

of crocus flowering time

to temperature.

Dec-Jan mean temperature
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Discussion

These results indie^te rapid changes to the flowering phenology of seven

plant species; more than we might expect m our own lifetimes. The causes?

Well, certainly temperature is a huge influence on these events as shown
above and species have responded here, and elsewhere, to the temperatures of

the 1990s — the warmest decade on record. But the final column of Table 2

suggests that temperature alone doesn’t explain the bulk of the year-to-year

variation in flowering dates and that other causes are also present. Some of

the variability results from the single location-single recorder nature of the

data, with more consistent results expected, for instance, from national or

regional averages. Some of the shifts towards earlier flowering that have

occurred are greater than we might expect from our temperature

relationships. Most climate change predictions are quantified in terms of air

temperature, which is what the CET comprises. There may be more

appropriate measures to compare these Norfolk data with. It might be

justifiable to spend some effort in examining relationships with Norwich

temperature data, soil temperature data, sunshine length, minimum (usually

night-time) temperatures or maximum (usually daytime) temperatures.

However, even if CET is sub-optimal, it is very clear that phenology has

changed in Norfolk and that temperature is a major driving force behind this.

Other factors influencing earlier flowering may include the “urban heat island

effect” (as Norwich got progressively urbanised) and there may have been

genetic selection to earlier genotypes able to thrive in milder winters.

Phenology is now accepted as a legitimate scientific activity and data sets as

used here are invaluable in showing how our natural world has been evolving

in recent decades. The temperature relationships described above suggest that

the flowering of these species may advance by a further 1-3 weeks as we

experience further warming in the 21** century.

[TS would be very interested in hearingfrom others with long phenological

records or who might be interested in participating in a phenological

network he is co-ordinating (www.nmw.ac.uk/ite/phenology).]
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WEATHER SUMMARY FOR 1999

J.G. Hilton

Morley Research Centre, Morley, Wymondham NR 18 9DB

The mean temperature for 1999 (10.4°C) was the warmest since 1990

(10.5®C). Rainfall (751.2 mm) was 21% above the long-term normal, whilst

sunshine (1647.6 hours) was also 89.2 hours above the average.

January was the mildest since 1993 and the sunniest for seven years. The

first week was very mild and the recording of 14.3°C on the 6*^ was the

highest in our records.

February was the coldest for three years but was still 1.3°C above normal.

Sunshine was 22.8 hours above the long-term mean and rainfall was 1 1.8mm

below.

March was 1.6®C above normal and it was the wettest March for 1
1
years.

Heavy rain fell on the 9th (13.0mm), lO^*’ (8.8 mm) and the 2T‘^1 1 2mm).

April was the sunniest since 1990 and the mildest for six years. Rainfall was

slightly above normal. The first ten days were very mild and 16°C was

exceeded on five days. Air frosts occurred on the 14*, 15* and 17* and

ground frosts were recorded until the 19*.

May was the warmest since 1992 and the first May since 1970 with no air or

ground frosts. Night-time temperatures were well above normal from the 5*

to the 14* and most of the month’s rain fell in this period. No rain fell from

the 22"^^ to the 28*.

June was the third consecutive very wet June but it was not as wet as that of

1997. It was the coolest for four years. After a warm and sunny start, heavy

rain on the 2"‘^
( 14.6 mm) heralded two weeks of cool weather. The rest of the

month was unsettled.
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July was the warmest for four years and the driest for two. It was the

sunniest since 1989. It was particularly warm on the 18*^ (27.6^C), 19*^

(27.1°C) and the 24* (28.6‘^C) but on the morning of the 23'^'^ the grass

minimum was only 1.6°C.

August was the dullest since 1980 with only 74% of the long-term average

sunshine. Rainfall was 71% above the average. The mean temperature was i

0.3®C below normal. 25°C was exceeded on the first five days and 15.2 mm ;

rain fell on the 5* The night of the 22"*^ was the coolest since 1986 with !

0.5^C on the ground.

September was the wettest for four years and the warmest since 1949. The i

first eleven days were much warmer than normal and 24'^C was exceeded on i

eight. The temperature of 29.0^C on the 11* was the highest September day i

since 1949. Heavy rain fell on the 15* (20.4mm), 16* (15.4mm) and the 25*

(15.2mm).

October was the driest for four years and the mildest for three. Sunshine was

12% above normal.

November was 1.3°C milder than the long-term average. It was the driest

and cloudiest for four years. The first two weeks were milder and at times

much milder than normal. Rain fell on every day from the 15* to the 22"^*

December was the sunniest in our records which began in 1925, but it was

the third consecutive December with above average rainfall. The mean

temperature was the lowest for three years. Much of the rain fell as showers

and these were interspersed with sunny spells.

Soil temperatures were well above normal from March to November with the

exception of June which was about average. July, May and September were

all 3^C above normal at 10cm, and March and April were both more than 2*^C

above the long term average.
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Miscellaneous observations

Problems with “Witches’ brooms”. The proliferation of axillary buds on a i

number of tree species induces the familiar form known as witches’ brooms. '

The commonest is found on native birches and exotics planted in gardens and

arboreta.. These growths on birch were long held to be induced by a species :

of gall-mite. Then two species of micro-fungus (Taphrina spp) were given as i

the causers, depending on the species of birch so galled, a theory which later i

reduced the number of fungal agents to just one. The latest work suggests '

that an even smaller agent is responsible, a Mycoplasma-like organism, \

which has certain viral-like characteristics and is transmitted by invertebrate

vectors. Very little is known about these life-forms so while the galls are well /

known their origin is as mysterious as ever.

Taphnna spp. are still held to be responsible for brooms on other trees

though the fungal agents are difficult to track down to examine. We are still {

at the stage of recording the brooms and other forms of prolific growth *

hoping that further data and study will bring enlightenment.

A “witch’s cradle” is formed by a gross thickening weighing down a slender i

branch. Masses of normal shoots grow from the end of the thickening. Their (

increasing combined weight bends the branch even more. They in turn curve !

inwards to grow in the normal manner. This results in a large cradle-like i

structure. A beech in a Litcham garden has had a notable “cradle” for many i

years. A mass of short, thick, stubby growths has been found on a horse >

chestnut in Holt. There is no recognised causer. !

Recently Alec Bull has set photographs of large brooms on oak and hawthorn
^

in the Stanta area. These are rare. He also reports many brooms on plum i

trees in what were once villager’s gardens. During the course of the Society’s
;

meeting at Fulmodstone Severals in May he found a broom on one of the i

cherry trees there. The largest recorded broom in Norfolk grew from a Scots ^

pine and hung over the road at Bramerton. This was a notable feature for I

visitors on their way to Wheatfen. When it was cut down a large trailer had i

to be employed to carry it to Ted Ellis’s garden where it slowly disintegrated &

over the years
*
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